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Attack if the cones

ExMrienct ketts season hopes high

The scoop on Klines Dairy Bar as it celebrates
60 years of keeping Harrisonburg cool.

Senior jay Woodson and a cast of talented
golfers enter the 2003 season with expectations
of a conference title

Members ofROTC balance school and service.
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SGA
names
speaker
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

SGA reporter
During the first Student
Government Association meeting of the year Tuesday, the senators elected a speaker to mediate and lead the meetings
throughout the year.
Chosen after an hour of
debate, the speaker, sophomore
Melissa

SGA

see SGA,pageS

Race to
benefit
Multiple
Sclerosis
BY CASSANDRA VAEREWYCK

contributing writer
To
benefit
Multiple
Sclerosis research and a scholarship fund, the honor fraternity Phi Sigma Pi will host its
second annual 5-kilometer
walk/run race Saturday.
The race will begin at 11 a.m.
on the lawn between the College
Center and the Health and
Human Services building.
Participants can register at the
race for SIS or in advance for
$10 by contacting senior Matt
Brownlee at bmwnlmg.
"Last year's race went really well," said Brownlee, the
race's director. "We had just
under 200 people, and we
raised almost $2,000."
The fraternity is hoping to
have 350 participants this year,
according to junior Katie Freind,
last year's second place female
winner. "This is the kind of
thing we want to grow and
expand on," she said.
Money raised by the race
will be given to the Blue Ridge
Chapter of Multiple ScfcSOtti
Research, so the proceeds will
stay local, according to senior
Esther Gertin, Phi Sigma Pi's
president "JMU really cares
about
the
people
of
Harrisonburg, and we want to
show that," she said.
Money also will go to the
Meghan Stidham scholarship
Fund, which will be split into
:
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Today:

Rain/wind
High: 67
Law: 61'

JMU prepares for Isabel's impact
University issues precaution with Harrisonburg on storms current projected path
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
While the Atlantic Ocean i- ■ tow
hundred miles away from JMU, students still are being affected by
Hurricane Isabel.
Whether they have friends and
family kxratcd near the water, or fear
the
threat
of
flooding
in
Harrisonburg, students are keeping a
close watch on the weather reports.
"I am worried about the hurricane down at home because most
of my family lives on the peninsula," said senior Erin Berry, who is
from Yorktown.

However, she is not worried about
the
hurricane's
effects
on
Harrisonburg. "I don't think it will get
too bad here," she said.
With the uncertainties of hurriwmrv IMl.' has
' anticipated
the
v. in. nis scenarios
that might DCCUf
and is prepared to
deal with them,
according to a Sept.
17 release from
University Communications.
I hie to the possibility of flooding,
Cl, C9 and the unpaved portion of R2
parking tots will be closed no later

than 5 p.m. today, and all cars in those
areas need to be moved.
Senior Justin Parker, of Franklin,
said he too isn't worried about the
hurricane here, but is worried about
the flooding at his hometown.
In 1999, Franklin was hit by
Hurricane Floyd, the most recent
damaging hurricane to hit Virginia.
which cut off electricity from
290,000 people and flooded out
much of the downtown Franklin
area according to a Sept. 17 article in
The Richmond Times-Dispatch.
"My family isn't necessarily going
to be affected by heavy rains due to
their location on higher ground, but I

to the executive board and also
m«fiatp< the debates held during meetings. Marcucci was chosen from a group of four senators, including last year's speaker, junior Matt Gray.
"Melissa Marcucci possesses
excellence in leadership," said
senator Jessica Montgomery, a
sophomore. "Students can look
to her as a role model."
Marcucci has served on the
M-nate for two years and
serves currently as an AtLarge Senator. Last year, she
participated in the Internal
Affairs committee.
Since Marcucci only will be
serving during the first semester; a new speaker will be elected in the spring. However, usually the speaker serves for the
entire year.
"I want the SGA to become
more visible throughout campus," Marcucci said. "I hope this
year we will be more effective in
providing tangible benefits to
the student body."
During the meeting, the
Executive Council reported on
several upcoming events and
what they hope to achieve during the new year.
The SGA is sponsoring
Purple Out again this year. It

KU I
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do worry that another flood will hit
our downtown district and ruin all
the reconstruction efforts put forth
after Hurricane Floyd," Parker said.
Some students urged their parents
to come to Harrisonburg arid stay
here for the remainder of the week
until Isabel blows away.
"1 told my mom to come up here,
but she was like, It's just going to be a
little windy,'" said senior Kristen
Nelson, a Chesapeake native.
Senior Dave Futrell, of Virginia
Beach, said, "My parents are coming
up (to JMUJ. They were going to come
we STORM. pageS

Graphic by JESSICA TAYLORton rfmrfor and MARC CHCWgraphk. id,u •

Isabel to hit coast today

Hurricane expected to make landfall on North Carolina shores
BY TONI DUNCAN

news editor
With some areas already evacuated and others preparing for possible evacuation, residents on the
East Coast brace themselves for
Hurricane Isabel.
Isabel is expected to hit North
Carolina's Outer Banks and the southem area of Virginia around 2 p.m.
today, according to the National
Hurricane Center in Miami It will

move up the East Coast, heading
northwest at about 9 mph, according
to the National Hurricane Center.
The storm has slowed down to
winds of 110 mph from 160 mph
winds earlier in the week. However,
the National Hurricane Center said,
"Some increase in strength is possible
prior to landfall."
There will be storm surge flooding
of 7 to 11 feet above tide level along
with "large and dangerous battering
waves" and a rainfall of 6 to 11 inches

"with locally higher amounts,"
according to the National Hurricane
Center yesterday.
"Piedmont areas of Maryland,
Virginia and West Virginia could
receive as much as 10 inches of rain
... that could lead to mud slides,
overflowing and flash floods,"
according to a Sept. 17 article in The
Washington Post.
With high wind speeds, Isabel is a
strong Category 2 hurricane, which
can create "considerable damage to

shrubbery and tree foliage |and] some
trees may blow down," according to
the Atlantic Oceanographic and
Meteorological Laboratory Web site,
wuncaoml.noaa.gov/hrd. The Web site
said "evacuation of shoreline residents
and low-lying areas is required."
However, if the hurricane
increases wind speeds to a
Category 3 — which has wind
speeds of 111 to 130 mph — then it
see ISABEL. pageS

Sending the right signals
Improv group addresses sex, dating, sexual assault
BY MAGGIE MILLER

contributing writer

AMY PATERSON/imi,.f phm,-gruphe>
Christian Murphy, left, and Amber Kelly portray stereotypical
mate and female characters during Monday's "Sex Signals

Addressing sex, dating and
sexual assault, more than 400
students filled the College
Center
Grand
Ballroom
Monday night to participate in
"Sex Signals: What signals do
vou send?,"an improv show.
Sex Signals, the main act of
Catharsis Productions, was
founded
in Chicago by
Christian Murphy and written
by Gail Stem. They travel to different colleges all over the country, talking about the issues of
an dating and npi
Hi,' |»<wsibilitj t)i MXUj]
assault occurring on campus is
much more real than people
think,'' Murphy said. "We have
a healthy and unhealthy dating
culture today. We all need to
take steps to better communicate what our expectations are
(of the opposite sex)."
The act* revolved around
Murphy and Amber Kelly, an

-66
The possibility of
sexual assault
occurring on campus is
much more real than
people think.
— Christian Murphy
founder of Sex Signals

95
actress in Sex Signals, who,
with the audience's suggestions,
poitiivi-cl stereotypical male
and female characters. The
scenes included situations
where college students would
find themselves attempting to
"make a move," such as at bars,
parries and while on dates.
"The humor help-, avetj
one to realm' that the general
stereotypes are not what it

really means to be a man or a
woman,"
Murphy
said.
"There are different messages
for men and women, and we
are able to show how wiK
signals can be mixed up."
Students were given a stop
sign to hold up whenever they
felt uncomfortable or when they
ti'li the characters were feeling
uncomfortable.
The signs
enabled Murphy and Kelly to
talk about the scene afterward
and why the audience decided
to use their sloping power.
"There is a difference
between
assertive
and
aggressive. Assertive guys
can take 'no' for an answer,"
Kelly said. "But, both men
and women can get sex out
of any conversation."
Both Murphy and Kelly did
acts on what they thought guys
and girls really want in each
> tlur Kelly gave Murphy a
"sex, sports and a three-way"
see SIGNALS. pageS
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NEWS

Duke dog tired
Alternative Spring Break
Atlantis myth dispelled
Trans fat not so transparent
Hangover pill

3
3
3
4
4

OPINION

House editorial
House cartoon
Pigs and pearls
Darts 8 pats
Campus spotlight

7
7
7
7
8

Letters to the editor

8

LEISURE

Crossword
Horoscopes

18. 2003

DUKE

DAYS

Events Calendar

21. 2003
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POLICE LOG
BY LAI RBN MCKAY
polkt lea reporter

Thursday, Sept 18

Saturday, Sept 20

rhe Office ot Financial Aid & Scholarships will hold a student employment blfOfllUition session m Taylor Hall room
303 from l to 2 n m Visit the tm.incial aid desk on the third
Aoof of Warren Hall to sign up tor a session. For more informatton e-iiLitl IXiuse Mctdom at meadoxvdr.

The Student Duke CT UP will hold .1 tailgate on H.mson Field
at -1:00 p.m. Pot more information \ isit wam.JMU*du/or$$/*k.

A JMU student reported an
unknown suspect entered a room
in Spotswood Hall and damaged
a computer keyboard, soaked
bedsheets with water and pulled
them otl the bed and left water on
a desk between Sept. 11 at 11:15
p.m. and Sept. 12 at 12:45 a.m.

Football hosts Hofstra University .it Zant- Showkei I iei.l it
Bridj'eforth Stadium at f» p.m.

Friday, Sept 19

Sunday, Sept 21

The fieUI hiKkcy ti'.im hosts R.xfford University at Zane
Showker Field at Bridgeforth Stadium at 7 p.m.

The women's club rugby leant hosts IVnn Stall Universit\r on
Godwin Field at I p.m.

In other matters, campus police
report the following:

Women's soccer hiists California State University-Northridge
at Reservoir Street Field .it 7 p.m.

The men's svin tisim hosts l.ehigh University at Reservoir
Street Field .it 2 p.m.

Possession of Marijuana
Jayant Kadian, 19. ol Great Falls,
was arrested and charged with
possession ot maniuana in Eagle
Flail Sept. 14 at 1:28 a.m.

10
10

FOCUS
ROTC

Driving under the influence
Paul F Kotlas 24 ol WKamsburg.
was arrested and charged with
driving under the inlluence at
Ihe intersection ol Forrest Hills
and Pod Republic Roads

11

STYLE
Kline's turns 60
Pieces" review
"Matchstick Men" review
All things literary

13
13
13
15

Zirkle house

15

Breaking and Entering/
Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported an
unknown suspect entered a
room in Shorts Hall and
removed a lap top Sept. 10
between 2 and 4:30 p.m.

Submitting events to the
I < tontad Stephen .it nttn{M9pmi edit two day* prior to the IMM d,it<- you would lit.
Ill kl l)«s Events Calendar
event to bepubHetl^IVaee try to limit Ih
ipHon to no more ttvin 50 words.

SPORTS
Football preview
GoH preview
Picks ot the week

17
17
17

I M R V IH \S
(Aw editor
A vtaw of the Valley
shows the calm
before the heavy
rain expected later
today due to
Hurricane Isabel's
course atong the
East Coast.

WEATHER

5?

FUN FACT

Petty Larceny
A JMU sludent reported the
larceny ol a mountain bike from
Wayland Hall between Sept. 13
at 6 p m. and Sept 14 at 1 p.m

of the Day

Harassing Communication
A JMU student reportedly
received a harassing and
threatening phone call in
Spotswood Hall Sept. 14 at
5 15pm The case currently
is under investigation

The average
person falls
asleep in
seven minutes.

Today
PM Rain/Wind
High 67 Low 61

Friday
Rain/Wind
70757

Sunday
Parly Cloudy
72/55

Saturday
Party Cloudy
74/48

Monday
Party Cloudy
75/57

Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug 25:17

CONTACT INFORMATION

MARKET WATCH
As t*ck»e an Wednesday. Sapt 17.2003

StcHuil ptlona number*
Sty* »WI51

rrte Breeze
DOW JONES

AMEX

-9.07

+5.31

dose: 2747 27

dose 988 67

■4.15
dose: 1883.10

SAP 300
-3.34
close: 1025.97

MISSION

d MM
community

MSC6805^^
Jemee Mactson Urwefsity
Hamtonbum.
Harmonbum. Virginia
Wgra 22807
Phone: (540) 565-6127 Fan: (S40| 566*736
E-Mail addrau: me ammO/ma tdu
■men Nee M|p/A«m matron ory
RtciptlonUI
Anga McWhwtar

X8-8041
OpnorVFoCU* xS-3846
Spont •SS70B
pRokyGrapm «M749
Buelneei/Technology
CoonKnalof
Donna Dunn

SKYDIVE!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and

The Breeze, the
student-run newspaper
of J*n« Madison
Urwvarsity. sarves student and faculty readership by reporting
news involving the
campus and local
community The
Breeze stnves to be
impartial and fair in its
reporting and firmly
believes in its First
Amendment rights

.©»_ .A^

A&P.

((877) DIVE-SKY)

Not Valid With Any Other Offer No Copies Accepted Expires 9/30/03

SPRAY-QW TAN
Simmons Cut & Tan

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E Nelson, III. MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli. MD Jason K. Gentry, MD
Maribeth P. Loynes. MD Sherry L. Mongold. FNP

Hbu^s^^Tan Booth
Press button, SQr*y-on mist get* you three shades
darker without the uue.of UV flays - www.mystictan.com

Are pleased to announce

Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Will be joining their practice of Obitetrici and Gynecology
September 1, 2003
Accepting New Patient*

I lading Our Community

Locations in Harrisonburg:
cntKOY
1911 S. High St. (near Wal-Mart)
1001 E. Market St. (Dunkin Donuts location)"FLEX accepted1168 Virginia Ave (Across from EMU)

compete information i5 nn www.skyd.veoran.ge.com

2291 Evelyn Byrd Ave.
H.iriisonburg. VA

Advertising
Designers
Beinrty KSohm
Lisa Marietta
Joan Massaro
tami IMM ..
Jess Woodward

(except tottery) with coupon

Gift Certificates
JMU Student Discounts

..ja^

Advertising
Executives:
Jason Brown
Steve Doherty
Ryan Fagan
Elizabeth Hamner
Jessica Lapte-re

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Come to
The Breeze office weekdays between 6
am and5pm
■ Cost $3 00 lor the first 10 words. $2
(or each additional 10 words; boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday
ssue. noon Tuesday tor Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance
m The Breeze office

any purchase of
$5 or more

1 (877) 348X5759

(540) 943-6587

Assistant Ads
Manager
Matt Lastner

$1 off

your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydivel

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager
Lauren Kinelski

(540)434-3831
1800)545-3348

3 Visits S60
•Month $35

200 Min $WolleSt

150E
Near Klinei Ice Cream
4324076

Sonde.h HU» IL..nTi.g Sy.t.m.
MC/Visa accepted

630 Nortn main St
Bnogewater. Va
8282338

\

r

Grace Covenan

GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

■

Junple Jteasures Lo/c
New Hours!

Chur

Now Open for
Lunch and Dinner
Monday-Saturday
• Fresh baked breads and goodies
• Homemade soups■ and
«UI»I salads
->••!
• Care packages
• Boar's Head Dell
• Catering for all occasions
198 UmrrJ,, )li,x,
J tirrr^lnwiiK irjii,

.'>(>4-><J,SX

•
.
e
.

ontemporary worship
Practical Bible teachiOn-campus ministry
Five minutes from campus
Sunday Service: 10:00 a.m.
?

: our college ministry,
■HHact Merle Shank. 433-9244.

vyrww.gcch.org
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Muddy myth made clear
A visiting scholar addresses (he lost
continent of Atlantis and its impact
on modern society.

NEWS

*•• story Mow

18, 20031
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"In high school, I'd get more sleep, and I could
concentrate better."
OLIVIA LASKA
Baylor University freshman

AROUND

■WiV.lsJitfsssl
Senior class challenged
lo donate time, money
The Senior Class CTialk-nge is
searching for students to serve on
the Steering Committee, which is
responsible for all of the planning
and organizing of the challenge
They also help promote
campus-wide knowledge about
the event and explain to seniors
why they should participate.
Applications are due by
Friday. Sept. 2ft and applications can be found on-line at
www.jmu.edu/$enion'hallt,n\'t\
Senior Mot! Brownlee
recently was appointed the
Student Director of the SeniOf
Class Challenge.
Those with questions
should contact Brownlee ,it
442-4257 or brownhnj or
Sheila Williams at x89564 or

wilii2ss.

New Spanish Club holds
first meeting tonight
The all-new Spanish Club
will hold its first ineehn>;
today in Keezell Hall, room
105, from 5 to 7 p.m.
This event will host a visiting
professor
from
the
University of Salamonica.
Spain. In addition, some students will be- giving short
speeches and showing picturesThere also will be light
food provided.
The club will meet every
other Thursday ami is a great
opportunity
for
students,
according to Tomas KegaladoLopez, professor of Spanish and
coordinator of the club.
Those
with
questions
should e-mail him at n

wfonnxmm
Central Valley Habitat
for Humanity celebrates
BRIDGFWATFR - The
Central Valley Habitat for
Humanity is celebrating its
15th year of being an affiliate for the Habitat for
Humanity International.
During the 15 year-. 2"
houses have been built, ami
then' currently are two other
houses being built, according to
a press release from (. entral
Valley Habitat Cat Humanity
This month, they are
working on building partnerships with area churches, fulfilling their September theme
ot Building on Kaith." One
Sunday this month, they are
asking churches to pray for
their mission.
Those who would like more
information should contact the
Central Valley Habitat for
Humanity office at R28^>2H8

■™.:.:«
U.S. vetoes resolution
to protect Arafat
Los A'wlf* rbNM — The
United 9hMM Moid ■ resolution Tured.iv that demanded
that had not deport or threaten Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat. calling it "flawed"
because it did not specifically
condemn Palestinian terrorism.
Eleven Security Council
members voted in favor of the
Arab-backed measure seeking
the United Nation's help hi pnv
tect Arafat, after the Israeli
C abinet declared List week it
would "remove" the bate <>f
the
Palestinian
Authority
because he was "an obstacle lo
peace." Britain, Humana and
Germany abstained, but said
they do oppose Ar.ilr.it s
removal.
After
the
vote,
US.
Ambassador
John
I).
Negroponte cautioned Israel not
to misinterpret the veto as support for exiling or harming
Arafat. Negroponte urged both
sides to return to the US-lvu tad
"road map" for peace, whiih
would lead to the ovation of a
Pak-stinian state by 201)5.
The United States had
warned Monday that it
would block any measure
condemning Palestinian militant groups thai the (01 Ittl
ment charges with undermining the peace process.

KRISTY NICTH.lrH/pb«» nftftir

Sleep deprivation increases as freshmen adjust to college
BY

LlNDSBY

GOMES

The hu mi
As students memories of summer
begin to fade along with their tans,
many have started to experience the
symptoms of sleep deprivation.
Warning signs include glazed eyes,
lack of concentration, anxiety and
excessive consumption of caffeine.
According to Meredith Doerries, a
I louston senior and nutrition counselor
at Bavlor University's Integrated life
Center, sleep deprivation is an epidemic that affects college students, and its
effects an? underestimated greatly
lests have shown thai sleepdeprived people may have equal or
worse hand-eye coordination while
driving than those who have had two
alcoholic beverages. In fact, sleepdeprived drivers are responsible for
100,000 motor vehicle accidents a year,
according to the National Highway
I r.ittic Safety Administration.
Researches say seven to eight hours
of sleep a night is adequate for most indi-

viduals, but some Baylor students said
they average six hours of sleep a night.
Clesandra Watson, a Baylor
University freshman, explained
what causes her lack of sleep.
"I spend time taking part in different
organizations, and then 1 come back
and try to keep up with my homework," Watson said.
Experts from the National
Institute of Neurological Disorders
and Strokes said all people adjust
to getting inadequate sleep, but
lack of sleep eventually affects
reaction time, judgment, memory
and energy level.
"If 1 go a few nights with only three
or bui hours of sleep, the fourth day is
going to start getting really rough,"
said Megan Needham, a Baylor
University freshman.
Doerries said sleep is important for
college students because they need it to
fully process information.
The rapid eye movement cycle, the
fifth cycle of sleep, helps to facilitate
long-term memory, Doerries said.

A typical person usually reaches
the REM stage about five times a
night, but a sleep-deprived person's
progression of the REM cycle is interrupted. The less a person sleeps, the
fewer REM cycles entered per night.
Some students like Traci Bowman, a
Baylor University junior, try to balance
school and work.
"I get stressed out because I feel like
I don't have enough time to do all my
homework, so I don't feel prepared in
class, and I don't function well when
I'm tired anyway,'' Bowman said.
Other students, like Olivia
Laska, a Baylor University freshman, also notice a change in their
sleeping patterns now that they're
attending college.
"In high school, I'd get a lot mitre
sleep, and I could concentrate better," Laska said.
Researchers also said sleep deprivation can be risky, and caffeine
and other stimulants can't erase
the effects of exhaustion.
James McKin, a Baylor University

freshman, said he pushes sleep Midi
when trying to balance studying,
extracurricular activities, socializing,
jobs or other obligations.
"It's a kid's choice whether they
get enough sleep," McKin said. "I
could go to sleep at 8 [p.m.] if I
wanted, but I just don't."
Doerries said time management
is important to maintain a healthy
sleeping pattern.
Many student-athletes must learn
to manage their time practicing during the day, studying at night and
still getting enough sleep to perform
well in school and sports.
While napping is common among
college students, Baylor's Integrated
1 ife Web site said, naps should be short,
lasting about 30 minutes.
Doerries explained students often
have trouble sleeping when they don't
follow some sort of schedule.
"Consistency is very important,"
Doerries said. "Try to go to bed and
wake up at the same time every day.
Make it a huge priority."

Alternative Spring
Break seeks leaders
The Alternative Spring
Break program, sponsored
through the Community
Service-Learning program,
still is looking for interested individuals to lead community service focused
trips over Spring Break.
The ASB program otters
|MU students the opportunity
ti i travel both domestically and
internationally to participate in
a drug-free, alcohol-frve week
of service designed to bring
together students and members of the community, according to the ASH Wb stfe
rrips address social issues
ranging from working with
inner city children and
children from families
dealing with alcohol abuse
to planting trees to building houses.
Previous years' trips
included destinations such
as the l.esundheit Institute.
as seen in "Patch Adams,"

in West Virginia, The Nature
( onscrvnncy in Bristol, Fla.,
and Project Lazarus in New
Orleans, to interact with
AIDS patients who rarely
see anyone but doctors and
social workers.according to
senior Ingrid Abrahamson,
ASB co-coordinator
Leader applications are
due to the CS-L office in
Wilson Hall room 204 Sept.
26 by 5 p.m. For more information e-mail Abrahamson
or co-coordinator senior
Dana Seltzer at asb@jmu.edu.
For those interested in
traveling on an ASB trip,
sign-ups for long-distance
and international trips are
in Wilson Hall room 204
Oct. 31 at 7 a.m.
Sign-ups for domestic
trips are in the College
Center Nov. 22 at 7 a.m. For
more information visit
www.jmu.edu/csl/asb.
—compiled from staff reports

KRISThN IXrNNHI I ViMufl ,>h,,L.*nq>hrr

Freshman Stephen Lackey climbs the UREC climbing wall during a belay and climb
workshop Sept. 15 from 7 to 10 p.m. The workshop teaches participants how to
belay, or to secure themselves at the end of the rope. More Information about belay
and climb workshops, as well as other workshops using the climbing wall, can be
found at www.Jmu.0du/r9cnatlon/BdvBnture/wall/aMml.

Lost continent of Atlantis legend just a myth
Visting scholar addresses modern day relevance, impact
Hi sn en\MI MOORE
conthhuim/i writer
Addressing the legends
Of the city of Atlantis ami its

relevance in modern day
society* •> visiting scholar
spoke on "Plato and the
Uwt Continent of Atlantis"
Monday in CISAT 1301.
jullfi Annas, from the

University of Arizona, said
Plato was tin- first author to
, ite the City of Atlantis, in his
writing, "Story of Atlantis."
Moat of 'Mor\ of Atlantis"
exists 111 (raiments dating Kuk
to the first century B(
In it
Plato dflsTtftMi I war between
an imperialist island civilization (Atlantis) and an island
governed
by
democracy
(Athens). Also, Tlato depicted
Atlantis as an evotic MM power,
which rukNi over other nations

However, Annas dispelled
the myth of the sunken city of
Atlantis by saying that Plato
was not describing an ancient
war, but in fact was using it as a
method of comparing the
themes in it to his more famous*
work, "The Republic "
"Plato was making up a
story and presenting it as
People have been misled the truth/'Annas said.
"People have been mislead
into thinking that
into thinking that Atlantis
Atlantis was a true story. was a true story."
Annas said Plato wanted
— Julie Annas to show truths about his
visting scholar beliefs on the ideal state.
During that time period, the
Athenian audience could
have related the war in the
As a result of this writing, writing to the Persian Wars,
many archaeologists have which the Athenians won,
Ptptowd the world in vain, try- according to Annas However,
ing to find the ancient dry, Plato claimed that it did not
matter which side won, as
iO idling to Annas.

and was granted power by the
Greek god Poseidon.
However, Athens defeated
Atlantis, and the island sank
into the Ml

-66

59 —

long as rational people ruled
in a virtuous manner.
Annas also discussed
Plato's view of virtues and
a good-versus-bad mentality. According to Plato in
"The Republic," "It is better
to be virtuous, even if the
worth of the world is
thrown at you."
Although
audiences
often relate with the good
guys, Annas said Plato
thought
it
irrationally
encourages audiences to
root against imperialist
forces and forget about virtuous truths in the lion
Annas discussed films
such
as
"Independence
Day," and how they fed that
common good-guys-versusbad-guys menlahtv
Annas said Plato would
not like these films bgrjuie

they never discuss virtue and
the ideal state.
"Virtue is its own
reward, but it doesn't make
for a good story," Annas
added, who said audiences
would prefer to see the bad
guys defeated rather than
have a virtuous ending.
Junior Jennifer Pascher
said. "I liked how she related
it to the films. I'd never
thought about it that way
bclore. and it gave DM a ,iil
ferant perspective on it."
After the lecture, Annas
allowed a brief question-andanswer period.
Junior
Nick
Klein
said."The story of Atlantis
was well portrayed. She
discussed new ideas, which
I haVMl'l heard in 'class. It
was well worth coming to
hear her ipetk
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Trans fat not so transparent Hangover pill to offer

New fat to be on nutrition labels
Bv JUDITH WBINIAI B
The Washington Post

emment moved forward.
Irans t.its lurk throughout

As obesity figures continue
to MM' in tins country and the
scientific community debates
how to update dietarv guidelines for Americans, trans i.its
are a hot topic — the latest culCrits in the nation's ongoing
attle against UMUHMV heart
disease and diabetes
The issue was given nationwide attention in July, when tlte
Food and Drug Administration
ruled that trans fatty acids contribute to those diseases and
that food manufacturers had
until Jan. 1, 2006, to list the
amount of trans fats on each
product's nutrition label.
It's been 10 years since the
dangers of trans fats were put
forward to the FDA. Now the
agency is allowing the industry another 2 1/2 years to
respond to the ruling.
Even though concerns about
trans fats started to worry scientists in the late 1970s, it wasn't
until this summer that the £ >\

loods (especially fried ones),
in.in;.nines shortenings such
asCrisco, cookies ,uul ,.indies.
crackers, doughnuts, breads,
potato chips, some cereals,
packaged cake and biscuit
mixes, many frozen pies and
pot pies and anything with
partially hydrogenated oil ,is
an ingredient They also exist
in very small amounts in some
dairy foods and beef.
The FDA predicted that bv
providing more information
about trans t.its to .onsumers
on nutrition labels, the tosts
of illness and disease lor
Americans could be cut by as
much as SI .8 billion a year in
medical fees, lost productivity
and pain and sullenng.
Margo Wootan. the dinvtor of
nutritkm policy for the Center for
Science in the PuWk- lnten-.t. had
been following trans-t.it grjens
loi so me time. "Inthccarlv 1990s,
a number of well-designed studlea had come out that showed
pretty clearly that trans lats raisol
bkxxl chok'stenil and increased
the risk of l»car! disease," slie
viuI Hut that intormatkin, she
Hid
wasii I on .invbodv's
radar sown
One of tlic things that
particularly worried the
C M'l. as well as many scientists in the held was the discovery that there often was
just as much hidden trans
fat in many of the
pniduct- the) had
tested as there was
saturate! tat. making those products
much
more

the American die)

In fail

JULIA RWAN/7V Hmliiw,.! /•,.«

fal-laden than consumers realtied.
When the law requiring
nutrition labels on food products was adopted in 1993 (it did
not go into effect until 1994), saturated fats had to be acknowledged. Trans fats did not.
That fall, the CSPI wrote to
the FDA and asked that the
amount of trans fat in a pniduct also be required on the
nutrition label.
According to Wootan, at that
lime, the FDA told theCSI'l that
while it was concerned about
trans fats' possible link to coronary heart disease, it would
have to revisit the subject.
"Over time, (the FDA) had
technical questions — how
(trans fat) should be measured,
how good the science was,"
Wootan said "They were working their way through it."
In 1W6 the CSPI had
more products — fast food
french fries, chicken and
fish dishes from stores and
restaurants,
margarines,
baked
goods,
crackers,
snacks and microwave popcorn — tested tor their t.ittv
acid profiles.
By this time, the FDA began
to express concerns about trans
t.its
Hut it wasn't until
\i» ember 1999 that it issued its
original pmposal regarding
trans tats, which amended the
nutrition labeling regulations so
that trans fattv acids wen'
included in saturated fat calculations with a footnote indicating the amount of trans t.its
It received more than 1,650
letters horn industry, trade associations, consumers, consumer
advocacy organizations, academia, health can' pmfessionals,
professional societies, city and
state governments, other federal
lea and other countries
commenting on the pn>posal.
John Graham, the administrator of the Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs at the
Office of Management and
Budgets, noted a change in labeling that warned consumers about
trans fats would prevent 7,600 to
17,100 cases of coronary heart disease and avert 2,500 to 5,600
deaths per war within 10 years.

pain-free morning
BY CHRISTIANA NELSON

rience a hangover the next
day. The pills are sold at
Hangovers. Some students $4.99 plus shipping and hancringe at the word and avoid dling for 20 pills from the
recalling memories of the morn- RU-21 Web site, hllp://ruing after, but a new suppkTnent 2J.com, and consumers are
out in stores this week claims to supposed to take two pills
counteract the effects of alcohol. prior to or during consumpincluding hangovers.
tion of every two drinks.
The supplement, labeled
Emil Chiaberi, executive
RU-21, was developed by the director of Spirit Sciences USA.
Russian Academy of Sciences Inc., said the pill never really was
25 years ago as a top-secret intended as a hangover remedy.
remedy to keep spies sober
"It is designed to protect
when they were drinking with people from the effects of alcopotential targets. Yet, the plan hol when consumed moderatedid not work as expected. The ly," Chiaberi said. "It is a pill
spies still became intoxicated, that can help over rime, and forand the project files were declas- tunately, or unfortunately, tJiere
sified in 1999, according to an? short-term effects, like not
Newhouse News Service.
having a hangover."
Although the pill did not
Despite the manufacturer's
keep people sober, the dedas- warning that people should not
sification revealed RU^l's1 take the pills just to deter a hangbenefits to the public.
over, health officials are conThe makers of RU-21 claim cerned with the message the pill
the pill slows down the pro- sends to the public.
duction of acctaldchyde, a
Pam McCracken, director for
highly toxic byproduct of alco- the Center of Drug and Alcohol
hol consumption, and speeds Education at Colorado State
up the process of aldehyde University, believes consumers
dehydrogenase 2, an enzyme will see RU-21 as a ainsequencethat converts the acetaldehyde ffee remedy for excess drinking
into a non-toxic acid.
"It gives a false sense of
Therefore.
alcohol
is security," McCracken Mid.
metabolized more quickly in "People think that because
the body, and most people they are taking these, they
who use the pill do not expe- can drink more and have
Rock. Mountain Collegian

less risk for negative factors.
There is only so much your
body can handle."
Trevor Roberts, a junior at
CSU, once had alcohol poisoning
that left him sick for a week. He
likes the idea of not having a
hangover, but also is uncertain
about using the new supplement.
"My hesitation is that you
don't have the hangover there to
remind you that you may have
gone a little overboard," Roberts
said. "Though it is painful at
times, it is a good reminder. On
the other hand it would be nice
not to have a hangover."
The market for a dubbed
anti-hangover pill is expected
to be so large that Chiaberi said
the company does not even
have to advertise.
"We don't need to (advertise) because we get so much
publicity in health magazines,
on radio stations and in the
other media concerned with
health," Chiaberi said.
The supplement is mostly
intended for use as a long-term
health benefit, a pill that can be
taken every day to help deter the
some effects of alcohol, including
pn'mature aging of the skin and
liver damage. Supporters of the
pill emphasize that it is for use by
rmxierate drinkers, not an excuse
to drink in excess.

RACE: Phi Sigma Pi to
hold event benefiting MS
RACE, from page 1

two different scholarships
One scholarship will go to
a brother of the fraternity and
the other is for any JMU student, according to Gertin
Several Harrisonburg community businesses are sponsoring the event, and some
have donated gifts to be used
as prizes and raffle items.
Everyone who registers
will get a free T-shirt and (n^.

food, according to Brownlee.
"We even have a local
chiropractor coming out to
give massages if people
want them," he said. "We
give out prizes to the top
three male and the top three
female racers — and raffles
on top of that."
Some of the business
owners who donated arc
coming out to run in the race
as well, Freind said.
Brownlee who is an avid

runner, said he tried to structure the race so it would be
runner-friendly
"I've drawn on my own
experiences in trying to make
this race something that any
runner would want to participate in," he said. "We don't
start until 11 a.m. so people
can sleep in. We give everyone free T-shirts and race
numbers, we have an awards
ceremony afterwards and it's
right here on campus."

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but In TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

REPUTATION,
and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.
REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

'iPaLnUcl £ady tattoo

Now in Harrisonburg!

Free Chips

QunnMSu
mosSuB

with purchase of any sub!
With this Coupon, Exp. mnVM
JAC CARDS ACCEPTED
Benide Hurt isonluit K CroHxing. ".lit- i:«-i:M>2

'

200 South Avc., Harrisonburg
433-5612
Hours:
Mon-Thurs. 12 Noon to 8pm
Fri &Sat. 12 Noon to 10pm
Closed Sunday
Monday piercing unavailable

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials
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ISABEL: Storm causes evacuations
ISABEL, from page 1
cm cam*.1 extensive damage,

the Web site said.
A hurricane warning was
issued yesterday from Cape
Fear, N.C., to Chincoteague. in
which "hurricane oonaliiona
are expected... generally within
24 hours," according to the
National Hurricane Service.
On Sept. 15, Gov. Mark
Warner declared a State of
Emergency
for
the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
"I have declared a Stats of
Emergency so that statt
resources will be available to
respond anywhere in Virginia
should the need arise."
Warner said in his address in
Richmond. "This State of
Emergency simply allows
state government to ramp up
its own preparations."
The Virginia State Police,
Virginia National Guard and
Virginia
Department
of
Transportation have additional
personnel on standby if they
need to be sent to areas affected
by the storm, Wamer said.
He also said that Virginians
statewide, not just on coastal
.iiv.iv should go to higher
grounds and get the necessary
supplies, such as battem--. nunperishable foods and water,

The governors of both
North
Carolina
and
Maryland also declared
States of Emergency.
Mandatory
evacuations
wen1 issued yesterday in areas
labeled as "high risk, " according to a Sept. 17 article in
Virginian-Pilot.
Areas
of
Virginia
Beach,
Norfolk,
Portsmouth and Poquoson
were either under mandatory
evacuation or citizens highly
were encouraged to leave.
About 26.000 out of the
430,000 Virginia Beach residents are affected by the
mandatorv evacuation! and
about 4,500 out of 230,000
Norfolk residents were told to
evacuate, according to the
article. About 100,000 paopli
along the North Carolina
coast were told to evacuate,
the article said.
Schools in South Hampton
Roads were closed yesterday,
and will remain closed until
at least Friday. Among the
colleges that are closing are
Old Dominion University,
Christopher
Newport
University and the College of
William & Mary.
Old Dominion senior Kevin
McCabe, Virginia Beach resident, said, "I've been through

at least three Category 3 hurricanes, so I am not too worried.
"It's something that you
can't control, and the fad
that my [apartment] building has been here since the
1930s. I don't feel I should
worry," he added.
However, he said his mother is going to Richmond, and
she did want him to come with
her. He said that he tilled the
bathtub and pots with water, as
well as tixik out many candles.
Businesses and parks also
an preparing tor the hurricane,
according to a Sept. 17 article in
77r WatJtingtcn /'<*/ The animals at the National Zoo in
Washington, DC, are being
moved inside today, and some
parks are bringing in picnic
tables, the article said.
On Tuesday. Navy personnel wire meoiiraged to kavfe,
and people living on Langley
Air Force Base in Hampton
were ordered to leave because
then- will he flixxling since the
"runway is only II feet above
sea level, according to Vie
Virginian-Pilot. The aircraft
(mm the base flew to Grissom

\n Force Baaa In Indiana,
according to the article.

The Navy sent its ships out
to sea to avoid any damage that

STORM:
Students
asked to be
cautious

A-^fltftL

«tv«
PATRICK SCHKEinFR/auirl.Htr (Miu-rwr
Resident* along the East Coast have boarded windows and
doors In preparation of Hurricane Isabel's arrival today.

would occur if the ships ensBj said it is unknown if offices will
kmad into the piers. While be closed Friday.
"moving the ships costs in the .
Many people are taking
millions ... the expense would (his hurricane seriously, saylx' far greater if the ships were ing il is noing to be the biggest
battered in port." The Virgmum- one to hit Virginia in 70 years,
Pilot reported.
according to a Sept. 15 article
According to a memor.in
in 7V Virginian-Pilot. Dawn
dum to employees of the com- Kischen, a spokeswoman for
monwealth, "all state offices in the Virginia IVpartmcnt of
the Richmond metropolitan Hmergency
Mangagement
area will be closed" today. told Tlie Virginian- Pilot, "hurriHowever, employees deemed cane season is in full effect
"essential and necessary to until the end of November, so
agency operations" must people really need to be pn1report in. The memorandum pared, regardless

STORM, from page 1
up once they heard it was a
Category 4, and even though now
ifs a [Category] 2, they arc still
going to come. There is still going
to be a lot of flooding, and maybe
tornadoes (in Virginia Beach]."
In case the hurricane does hit
H.irnsonburg,
students
are
advised to not walk or drive
thnxigh deep water, use the buses
instead of driving, move all loose
objects from patios and other outside areas, secure windows and
not to use the elevator, according to
the release.
Students also should Veep a
supply of batteries, flashlights,
water and nonperishable food.
"I don't feel it's not really
going to affect us. 1 guess we
should just be a little cautious,"
said senior Susannah Clifford, a
Hemdon native.
To receive information on
storm-rvlated plans at JMU, go to
unm'.jmu.nlu. tune into 1610 AM,
listen to a recorded message at 4335300 or watch local aimmercial
radio and television stations.

SIGNALS: Group tackles sex issues
SGA: Stoney
excited about
-46
Il wasn't old people
new school year
preaching at us — they
SGA, from page I
will be working in conjunction with the Student
Ambassadors to pass out 1,000 shirts during the pep rally
Oct. 10 to help promote school pride during homecoming
Committee heads also were elected. There are a total of
10 committees on which senators are selected to serve.
These "committees address particular needs, such as class
sizes, parking or the menu at D-hall," Marcucci said. "They
are direct links to the students."
SGA President Ix'var Stoney said, "1 am excited about
the school year. We begin with a new organization, with
new demands and a new outlook. Last year we had a great
year, and we will build upon that."

Event Speaker:

VONAL3, from page 1
fantasy, while Murphy became
the "confident, well-traveled
and romantic" man. The two
showed how stereotypes and
expectations of each other can
le.ui to actions that are not
always desirable, and how the
"script can't always go the
way jyou) plan."
The humorous depiction of
men and women ended as Kelly
brought up the issue of rape.
Murphy became a guest on a
talk show with Kelly as the
host. The audience was able to
question him about his story,
where he claimed, "I didn't
ratify rape that girl."
Murphy's character said he
had known the girl for several

months, when they had parted
and hung out together a few
rimes. She finally asked him over
to her apartment for dinner. He
said he was going to take it slow
because, "I didn't want to screw
it up — I really liked her."
As it happened, they ended
up having sex and a week later
he was charged with rape.
Murphy's character said, "I didn't feel I raped her."
The audience then asked
more detailed questions about
what went on that night, and
Kelly fostered the discussion on
whether or not it was really rape,
"The term of what is rape and
what's not rape can be blurred
when it actually occurs within
the dating scene," Murphy said.

your partner and before the date
MM Ida wli.it you do and do not
want to do that night.
"The material was presented in a lighthearted way, but at
the same time focused on some
important issues,"said sophomore Sara Harris, who attended the event
Freshman Tori Hart, who
also attended, said, "It WMMt'l
old people preaching at us —
they were voting and on our
level It helped that the audience could answer questions
and be involved."
The event was sponsored by
the University Health C enter
and the Office of Sex Prevention
and was a Wellness Passport
event for health classes.

were young and
on our level.
-Tori Hart
lrc\hmjn

-ss
"Eighty-four percent of all rapes
happen between two people
who know each other."
Suggestions for avoiding
such situations were to communicate more clearly, check in with

Mr. Mohammad Ali

Iran, Iraq, arid c\f$har\U\ar):
What U going on?
Mr. Mohammad Ali is the Executive Producer of WorldView TV in
Fairfax, VA. Mr. Ali moderated ECVA's 2001 and 2002 Candidates' Forum
and has been a political consultant to BBC and Radio Free Europe. He has
also offered lectures and presentations at US Department of Health &
Human Services, US State Department, Fairfax County Government,
Georgetown University, and the Middle-East Institute. He has also been
syndicated in online magazines and published articles in US News and
World Report.
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THIS WEEKEND:
Friday, September 19
Field Hockey vs. Radford
7 p.m. at Showker Field/
Bridgeforth Stadium

Women's Soccer vs.
Cal State-Northridge
7 p.m. at Reservoir Street Fields

Saturday, September 20
o.m.soon.*,:

Football vs. Hofstra

■ MASSWITTEN 6 p.m. at Showker Fleld/Bridgeforth Stadium
Residence Hall Competition Kicks Off! Theme - 80's Dayl
Remember to come decked out In your SO's theme Judging will occur during the third quarter
Winners will be announced In between the third and fourth quarter. Remember to marti
your attendance prior to the game at the athletics marketing table in the breoieway

Sunday, September 21
Men's Soccer vs. Lehigh
2 p.m. at Reservoir Street Fields • Dairy Queen Sundae Sundaysl

sponsored by: CMISS
Office of International Programs
Mid-East Interest Club

For each JMU goal scored, 9 lucky fans get coupons for a free aundaa. *

For scores, schedules, highlights and more, go to...

Hair Corral

UMUSPhRTS:

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

on 4? South o short distance from Super-Walmort; Dayton, VA 540-879-2557

Welcome Back Students!
S3 NO Wailing in
«§

$6.00 Barber Cuts
$9.00 Salon Cuts

Barber Shop
Clipper Cuts

Tanning Beds Year-Round

Walk-ins Welcome

$25.00 200 minutes
S 12.50 100 minutes
$3.00 per session

N£XUS
PR JL MITCHELL

Complete Line of
Hair Products
Cosmetics
Accessories '

1
itilill
Irr'iv

RLDKLN
I 2 Barbers on Stall
'4 Hairstylists on Staff

BSD
Hi AD

NAIL SALON
Sculptured Nails
Manicures & Pedicures
3 Nail Techs
Waxing

IfflPmrttAYt
(just off University Blvdl
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free rlnae
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-B040

3171 8 Main 3t
(next to Charlie Obeugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Fraa rinaa
B Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-6(00

LESSON "2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SAVE MONEY'

^901

The card i» FREE
Every s" waeh It free
Prepeid option (20% atudent bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web at www rraractewathcard com

LESSON U.I. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK - MORE PL A V
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Steaks Seafood & Bar

5-7pm
99<fr Pizza
25$ Wing;

ABC On

Nightly
Specials

Prinze Rib & /
'mp Cocktail
Open 5pm-2am
7 days a week
Brunch Sunday iiam-i2pm

Dinner Specials

1221 Forest Hill Road, Harrisonburg, VA (540) 422-8550
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In the great laissez-faire tradition of
American capitalism, farmers went to
Congress asking for government subsidies.
ADAM SHARP

junior

OPINION
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Although each donor gives only one
pint of blood, each pint adds up and
makes a difference.

■ Pigs and Pearls

Large farm subsidies
block
free, fair trade
AdamSharp

College students know that
Cancun, Mexico, a resort city on
the Gulf of Mexico, is a mecca
for Spring Break enthusiasts.
College students also know free
trade as a concept studied in
macroeconomics that supposedly runs the world economy.
That these two things have
intersected is of little interest
to the normal college student,
especially considering the
news that Ben Affleck and
Jennifer I.ope/ have broken
up. But the most important
breakup last week was the
collapse of the World Trade
Organization talks in Cancun.
The issue this ve.ir u.is th.conflict between free trade and
fair trade. Free trade simplv is
the idea that KIMHIS and •
es should move across nation,)!
borders without s|*., ||| lam
or tariffs. Fair Ir.ule is the compromise that if there are going
to be tariffs then they should
be equal between countries so
as to not give any country an
advantage not based on economics (supply and demand,
competition, etc.).
Ir.ulitionally, the countries in
the northern hemisphere — the
United States, Fun>pe, Japan —
have conducted a colonial or
imperialist relationship with the
countries to the south — Africa,
Latin America, China, India and
the Middle East. The richer
countries to the north bought
raw materials from the southern
countries and then sold industrially produced goods back to
the southern countries.
This, of course, meant that
southern countries paid more
for goods than they got for
their crops. In other words, the
south received a big trade
deficit and an increase in debt
while the north got prosperity.
Bvtn after many of the
southern countries became
independent, however, the
classical world economy continued — that is, until industrialization struck the farms of
northern countries
For centuries, northern farmers could produce crops and
produce cheaper than southern
farmers. As more expensiw
crops, equipment and methods
began to move onto the farm,
costs began to rise while prices
remained low — and still are
low. Simply put, farming no
longer is economically feasible
In the great laissez-faire
tradition of American capitalism, farmers went to Congress

asking for government subsidise. Basically, a subsidy is a
government check to a farmer
or a business owner allowing
Ihcm to charge low prices but
still remain in business. Prices
thus are kept artificially low
since ordinary citizens pay
taxes to keep farmers afloat.
President George W. Bush
has been a real sugar daddy for
American farmers. In May 2002,
he signed a farm bill that raised
subsidies $180 billion over the
next 10 years. This is in addition
to the over $30 billion spent on
l.irm subsidies since 1998.
On Labor Day, Bush reiterated America's support of
fair trade. "We in America
believe we can compete with
anybody, just so long as the
rules are fair," Bush said,
according to the Sept. 2 edition of The Washington Post.
Ask the Brazilians if the rules
are fair. Specifically, ask the
sugar farmers. The Washington
Post reported Sept. 10 that the
United States places a 244-percent tariff on sugar imports from
Latin America.
Let me put that into perspective. Suppose some sugar
costs $10 to produce in Brazil
and send to the United States.
Here, however, that same
amount of sugar from Brazil
would cost about $34. That's
over three times the market
price. Is that fair?
So in Cancun, the southern
countries came with some beef
— literally. In effect, since
southern countries produce a
lot of agricultural products,
they asked the United States
and European Union to reduce
or remove the more than $300
billion in farm subsidies given
to northern farmers.
Forget all of the disagreements about Iraq. There's one
thing that makes enemies into
allies in seconds — money.
France, in particular, gives enormous subsidies to its farmers
because in France, farmers have
enormous political muscle.
Ditto in the United States.
The Midwest was one of
Bush's strongest areas in
2000, and he would commit
political suicide if he were to
remove those farm subsidies
from the people who got him
elected. Economics seem to
make strange bedfellows.
The southern countries are
smart though. They have
refused to lower their tariffs on
see TRADE, page 8

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

JMU unselfishly gives blood for community
There were so many people, by 2
p.m. walk-ins were being turned
down by the minute.
Yesterday's blood drive in
Transitions brought an onslaught
of students offering their plasma to
Virginia Blood Services, and,
according to team manager Connie
Tyson, the outpour was more than
she's seen in a long time.
Whether it was Hurricane Isabel
that heeded students to blood
demands or just the new change of
scenery — past blood drives were
in the PC Ballroom — anyone willing to go under the needle for a
good cause should be commended.
Fifty-three students donated blood
yesterday, while VBS's goal was set
at 25, Tyson said.
Giving blood is not an easy task
for some — the occasional fainter
and thin-veined arm can cause a
headache for both the giver and
the
taker.
Nevertheless,
the
Transitions makeshift waiting
room was packed with people
waiting for VBS to take a little
piece of their genetic makeup.
JMU students, however, always
have seemed to be in tune with
donating plasma. After Sept. 11,
2001, about 800 donors flocked to
the Convocation Center for a blood
drive set up by the American Red

Cross, according to the Sept. 17,
2001, issue of The Breeze.
VBS comes to JMU every eight
weeks, giving students the opportunity to donate.
Afthough each donor gives
only one pint of blood, each pint
adds up and makes a difference. It
especially makes a difference
when natural disasters — such as
the one headed toward us this
evening — come into play.
According to the American Red
Cross, the Galveston, Texas, hurricane of 1900 caused around
6,000 deaths and was the worst
with which the Red Cross has
ever dealt. More recent natural
disasters like Hurricane Andrew
also depended on the help of fellow Americans and their willingness to contribute plasma.
With Hurricane Isabel making its
way up the East Coast, students
should keep in mind that innocent
victims need their help and that
every little bit counts. The Red Cross'
relief money recently dried out,
according to the Sept. 16 issue of The
Washington Post, and without such
funds, the incoming hurricane's disaster assistance may be affected. The
Red Cross spent $81 million in 1992
cleaning up after Andrew.
Both at national and local levels.

students can make a difference.
VBS has seven locations in the central Virginia region, one being at
Rockingham Memorial Hospital,
and all of its donations go to local
hospitals, according to Tyson.
Students interested in donating
blood before VBS returns to campus can call RMH at 433-4298.
The American Red Cross also
has an office in Harrisonburg at 21
Southgate Ct. Roger Sack, Director
of Emergency Services for the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Chapter of the American Red
Cross, said yesterday that students
can help out by acting as disaster
volunteers or by helping the Red
Cross with fund raising.
Sack said that volunteers likely
would be needed to answer phones
at the emergency phone bank this
weekend as Hurricane Isabel
approaches. Students can reach the
local Red Cross chapter at 434-8891.
The generosity JMU students
displayed yesterday shows that
big hearts and selfless actions are
not in short supply. Heroism and
service, however, are shown when
individuals do not what is convenient, but what is necessary. An
approaching hurricane is but one
reason for JMU students to rise to
the occasion and do what is right.
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Pat..

A "look-up thf-true-rneaning-of-patrinhsni dart to the person who blasted
JMU students that did not wear the colors
Sept. II. and who thinks patriotism is
shown through what you wear.

"To the press alone, clieauered as il is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all Hie triumplis which have been gained by
reaton and humanity over error and oppression."
— lames Madison

mtmr than lOOOworJ*. .uxl bad) -ill It published on a *p«tc available ha»u

From two irritated theme pvrtygoers who
think you should go to a tlieme party sometime
and learn the definition of fun.

Fnmi ii ivry grateful Mflftjf who think> llie
local police slk>nld follow in ymrfi.vt'-terrs

Alan NeckowlU

EDITORIAL POLICY

A "keep-your-own-opinions-on-yourown-property" dart to whoewr decided
to leave their opinion on the picture on
our door from the Catholic schoolgirl
theme party earlier this war.

A "thanks -for-achially-caring-and-notlr\ ing-to-fill-vuui'-ijuota" pal to the JMU
police officer who stopped me behind
Buffalo Wild Wings last Thursday night to
give me a sobriety test just to make sure 1
was OK to dn\e

Flip Dc Luca

Thehixnr IXIIMTMI rctlct- (he opknXnof irH-rJiMfi.il h-unl* a |rh I
nut nctcuarit) (hc-opuiKVl d ut\ HKIIVIJIUI .t.ill member ot Tht Breete
I J;li.|i.il IVur.l.
[>rrw Wihatn
AlmmFarfo
Adam Sharp
Ed UM
M.m.i^inii FJiti*
Opinion Editor
LMM i"ihecdir.d*h.niUr*n«>m»«than W0 wonk, columns nhmld he no

Dart.

A "way-to-be-patriotic" pat to everyone that decided not to wear red, white
and blue Sept 11
From a happy American who is glad to see
Out not eivrvone buif- Into commenuili>m. ami
that the dissent upon which thi< country was
founded still exists today.

From a military girlfriend who knmos the
true WMiiffM of juitriotisni i- not expressed
through clothing or lapel ptm.

Pat...

Dart.
An "at-least-there-is-one-nice-parkingvi \ lew employee pat to the redhead who
lft me squeak into the parking lot line.
From a grateful student and her friend
who are glad they didn't have to park a mile
away front cMtt

A " why-don't-you-wake-up-and HMl I
the-fbod-chain" dart to .ill the sissy, selfrighteous, wanna-be-a-hippie vegans oul
there for limiting my meat options <it ihe
dining halls and for imposing their misguided views on everyone who dix-sn't care.
Sent in by a regular Student who
steaks thick and bleeding.

MM

U
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"Ohio because it's
a stupid state and
shouldn't exist.''

OPINION

"I would go to all
mansion* btemrtc the
* poor ^fvple suffer
~~ou$h

2

breeze
SPOTLIGHT

Cheryl Lock

Tricia Frenville
senior, copy editor

"I would go to
Hampton Roads
because the bulk of
my ex-boyfriends
live there."

"I would go to South
Dakota because we
need to share the
they never

Kyra Papafil

Jess Taylor
senior, an Jucaoi

juuiur. locus editor

senior, style ecHoP

■¥

■^ If you were a hurricane, where would you go?
TRADE: Subsidies hurt
TRADE, from page 7
northern goods until the agricultural tariffs in the north go down.
So, everyone went home mad.
This doesn't help manufacturers in the United States. In
three years, over 2.6 million manufactunng jobs have been lost.
The Bush administration has
decided to Name I hina" for
the losses in manufacturing
jobs. Tiv MaMmJOM '''N' reported Monday that Commerce
Secretarv Donald Evans said

that China's trade policies are
hurting the United States
because "American manufactun'rs can compete against any
country's white collars and blue
collars, but we will not submit
to competing against another
country's choke collars.'
No, this isn't a South Park
farce. Next week I'll discuss why
it is time for the United States to
walk away from free trade.
Adam M. Sharp is a junior
foreign languages major.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor.
1 am writing in response to
the article in Vie Breeze Monday
entitled "College
Endorse Edwards." I am writing
this letter because what th<
■He declares simply is not true.
One person cannot decide
that all College Democrats,
in over 500 nationwide chapters, will chose to support
North Carolina Sen. John
i. eight other
candidates currently seeking

ICECREAM
Flavor of the Week:

the Democratic Party's presidential nomin
I do not doubt that some
College I ViiKvrats have vhi>sen
to support Edwards, but for the
artuk' to encourage the misguided notion that all College
Democrats have endorsed him
is irn'sp. Ml
In a conversation with the

MU'a College
i

point-blank that the chapter
had been warned in the past lor

_

[look forward torn
'lie upcoming primary
season by The Brtrx, ■
considering tliat JML is l«inn to
at least one i
sored student activtsl group —
former Vemioni Gov. Howard
Surely some of lii,~e
students are College I >

being too forthright in its support for indii
The College Democrats of
lite organization's purpose as
"organizing COUOM
from across the nation m
to inspire and assist the participation of young Americans into
the political process and the
Democratic Party." Nowhere
does it state anything regarding
the forthright endorsement of

Daniel Teweles

sophomore, political science
and religion
coordinator. Generation Dean
— JMU chapter
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International Week

I£
Thursday, September 25

eptember 20 - 28,2003

11 am-3 pm

Join us for a night of Middle East cuisine
and performances by the
"Desert Wind "Dance Company 11

rTransitions
Room

International Extravaganza
Friday, September 26, 2003
College Center Grand Ballroom
6:30-8:00 pm

Find out how to study abroad anywhere in the
world, as well as how to intern, travel, work and
volunteer abroad! Free food, gifts and prizes.

Established In 1993, the Desert Wind Dance Company
is a professional ensemble dedicated to the presentation
and preservation of Middle Eastern dance. Their goal
is to enlighten audiences to the diverse cultural
backgrounds of the Middle East, as well as the opportunity
to convey artJsitc expression and perform modern
interpretations of the dance.

• Argentina

• Italy

• Australia

• Japan

• Belgium

• Kenya

• Czech Republic

• Korea

• Ecuador

• New Zealand

Tickets can be purchased at: CMISS,
Warren Hall, Room 245.
$6 for student; $12 per person.
For more information, please contact:
568-6636 or multicultural@jmu.edu
This Is a 'Wellness "Passport Event

• England

• Malta

• China

• Martinique

• France

• Scotland

• Germany

• Spam

• Ghana

• Tasmania

• Hiid

• Trinidad and Tobago

• Holland

• International Internships

• Honduras

• Peace Corps

• Ireland

Wellness
Passport
event

And Many More!!
For more information on this and other International Week events,

visit www.jmu.edu/multicultural
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LEISURE

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
1

Today's Birthday (Sept. 18). It will be necessary to make some adjustments before you'U feel completely comfortable. Keep moving things around until you get them the way you want them - or close enough anyway.

2

4

3

14
17

Aries March 21-April 19

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22

Today is a 6 - The information you've
• gathered may ».iuse you t«> reassess routines .ind habits. This is called "growing."
Annoying, hut It's healthy

W'

Taurus April 20-May 20
^pkl Today is a 7 - Work doesn't have to take
wfi up even minute of the day Becoming
«Ty more efficient will make more time for
love. Heed a helpful critic's suggestion*.

?i

20

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

36

37

40

41

29

4 Today is a 7 - You may feel as if the incessant
• chatter is about to drive you batty. But if the
chatter eventually solves a problem that's
bugging you. it can surely be tolerate!

u

29

30

44

Gemini May 21-June 21
^ - Today is a 6 - Reminiscing about \\
^*y pleasures leads to plan- tor future
FT^\ ties. List obstacles that must be o\ ciuimc
Study them before you encounter them.

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 7 - This day has its confusing
- moments, as something you try doesn't
work. Your orders could change, too, so be
careful. All is not as it first appears.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22
t Jj"£-Wl
wR
^■■■■^

lodav is a 6 - Be nice to one who wants to
boss von around, and try to offer helpful
suggestions. You can take on another
assignment, but do it on your own terms.

^.
Today it a 7 - Confusion reigns at the workf^ v place and on the highways for a while. The
y&3\ rs***! news Ls that if you do your job well,
you could soon win a bonus.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
R Today is an 8 - Friends and family vie for
attention, but you're good at juggling.
Don't spend your money on presents for
them. Spend your time with them instead.

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
,4^ Today is a 5 - You could be in the middle
if^l of an interesting dilemma. Luckily, you're
^^jy quick and can be decisive now. Speak up
*"
as necessary.
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ACROSS
1 Part of ABM
5 Heat up
9 Spanish hors
d'oeuvres
14 Forsaken
15 Not in port
16 Activity area
17 Important
times
18 Helsinki pool
hustlers?
20 Walk-on parts
22 Gladly,
old-style
23 Slangy refusal
24 Hello, Paolo!
26 River to the
Baltic
28 Young bird
32 Motionless
states
36 Poetic foot
37 Claim on
income
39 Bahamian
island
40 Novelist Zane
41 Actress Braga
43 Party letters
44 Gladden
46 Whistle time
47 Man or Dogs

eo

59

1*

H

H

Solutions to Last Issue's Puzzle

What starts with an
'e', ends with an e'
and contains only
one letter?

bi

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19

s C A N

Pi

so

4S

10

-A

Today is a 7 - Information you uncover
^^j* could be just whal everyone seeks. Don t
*ff^7 talk about what you're doing, but do it
thoroughly.

—Tribune Media Services

KiDDi.ioftheDay

P

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec 21

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
^ -x Today is a 6 - You pride yourself on your
BJ generosity Don't splurge it you can I
^^^ afford it. though It would cause problems
you don't need.

1

9

27

46

48

~

7

-

Today » a 7 - Good thing you have lots of
. ways to get your messages across. If there's a
&.problem with one of your methods, quickly
switch to another.

24

|

1■
'
!

.

70

A

1

48 Double-check
text50 Slaughterhouse
52 Mmes., in
Toledo
54 South Dakota,
to Pierre
55 Astern
58 Sailor's hello
60 Gat
64 Hibernation
stipulation?
67 Like tots
68 Work table
69 Kind of
pudding
70"
Brockovich"
71 Seaweeds
72 Vaccines
73 Missile
housing

cr

DOWN
1 Smart guy?
2 Asta's movie
mistress
3 Trolley car
4 Program bugs?
5 Toasts
6 Blond shade
7 Actual
8 Nintendo hero
9 Fabric with a
slight sheen
10 Jackie's
second
11 New York
station
12 Writer
Quindlen
13 Window part
19 Sneakers
brand
21 Lubricate
25 Bermuda,
for one
27 Beatrix Potter
forte?
28 Niamey's
nation
29 "Guitar Town"
singer Steve
30 Spread lies
31 Type of salami
33 Authority

34 Pathogenic
bacteria
35 Serious
38 Daughter of
Tantalus
42 Object of
loathing
45 Otological
problem
49 Willie Wonka's
creator
51 Menlo Park
initials
53 Lathers
55 "Fernando"
group
56 Touch
57 Sharp taste
59 Christmas
61 Spelling or
Amos
62 Wicked
63 Slots mecca
65 TV brand
66 Big
, CA

M

Come join the fun at the LEASING KICKOFF
at Sunchase Apartments and enter to
win a trip for two to Massanutten Resort.

FOOD

PRIZES

FUN

October 3rd from 4 to 7 p.m.
1941 Sunchase Drive

442-4800
www.sunchase.net

swaauw
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CAMPUS
CORPS

Students in ROTC balance schoolwork
with dedication to service
Story by contributing writer Sylva Florence • Photos by senior photographer Chris Labzda • Photo illustrations by Jessica Taylor

Although they are characterized by their uniform
haircuts, learned posture and identical camouflage
outfits, members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps are
not all one and the same.
"I joined ROTC for several reasons," sophomore Chris
Gillispie said. "My dad and his dad went into the Army, so it's
kind of a traditional honor for me. It [also] gives me an
instilled sense of pride to be a part of something that represents my family, my country and my God."
Sophomore John OConneU joined ROTC for the chance to "experience some adventure," and mainly "for the financial assistance."
Senior Prank Barrell came to JMU on an Army ROTC scholarship, his goal to "ultimately become an officer in the US. Army.
"There is a huge responsibility on my behalf to develop myself,
knowing that one day I may be leading soldiers into battle," he said.
Students in the ROTC program are required to keep a 2.0
minimum grade-point average, but most students are usualy
higher than that, according to recruiting officer Captain
Morgan Rosenkranz.
Ranked in the top 10 percent out of 270 schools through-

out the nation, according to Rosenkranz, JMU's ROTC program prepares students to be soldiers.
Physical fitness training takes place every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 6 to 7 in the morning, according to
Rosencrantz. PT helps the students prepare for the physical fitness test that the ROTC students must take every six months.
The test includes a two-mile run. push-ups and sit-ups.
IT appears to have an even more important function for the students of ROTC than keeping in shape to be abk' to run two miles.
"The way things are going, it seems as though there is a very
good likelihood of manv people in my class be[ing] deployed,"
Barrell said. "It is one of those things that we are trained for
and prepared [for] when the time comes."
However, the recent conflicts seem to produce minimal
ill. .is on the ROTC program itself. Gillipsie said the war has
'not affected the ROTC program in any way, besides soaking
up money for the w.ir effort."
Some changes have occurred in security policy since the
war began, however, including tightened security at military
bases, according to O'Connell. The )MU Duke Battalion,

which is the official title of JMU's ROTC program, had to stop
training at certain training sites also, since they were shin
down because of security issues.
"I think these new issues concerning safety and security
will continue to exist for a while, given the current terrorist
threat in the [United States]," O'Connell said.
Whenever there are problems that concern the defense of
the country, it would seem that ROTC students especially
would have many things on their minds.
"My deepest concerns at this point go out to the soldiers who
are deployed," O'Connell said. "It takes much courage to go to
a hostile land and help people in need, and I give my highest
respect to those individuals."
For now, these three remain at bay from the struggle to maintain
freedom, since students contracted with the ROTC program cannot
be deployed, according to Gillipsie.
However, Gillispie and O'Connell said that they would not be
afraid if the chance of deployment existed.
"I think that besides the fact that I wouldn't see my friends or
family for a while, I would be happy to go," CWIIispic said.
O'Connell said, "Every soldier's true strength is tested
when they are deployed. On the front lines, each soldier fights for his own life and the lives of [his or her]
comrades, all politics and conflicting beliefs aside."
Barrell felt torn between the excitement of "being part of
history and helping in a good cause," and feeling "anxiety
because it (war] is just unknown."
As daunting as the prospect of deployment may seem, a steady
number of people continue to join the ROTC program, according to
(.ilhspie There are about 110 students contracted in ROTC right now
and another 200 taking ROTC classes, Rosencrantz said.
"Since I've been here and from what I've been told, the
number of ROTC cadets here at JMU has been increasing
regardless of the war," Gillispie said.
Of the incoming students who enrolled in ROTC, males and
females combine to make a relatively even mix, with about 40 percent of the group being female, according to Rosencrantz.
"Our average is a lot higher than the Army, with an average
of about 10 percent [female membership]," Rosencrantz said.
Students who attend JMU and members of the
Harrisonburg community generally support the
American troops, but display mixed reactions about the
war, according to Barrell.
"JMU (and the] Harrisonburg community have gone out of
their way to support the ROTC program at JMU," Barrel) said.
J The war's effect here at JMU does not appear drastic, accordBig to Gillispie, because everyone seems to be going about their
business as they had before.
"As far as supporting the war, I don't think that many students do support it," he said. "Although they do support the
American troops."
Barrell added that "on campus ... there are many different opinions concerning the war," but he "was surprised to see the JMU community lift up, and support,
the soldiers who are overseas, and the ROTC prpgram, during times like these."
O'Connell said, "Their opinions about why our troops arc
there and what our country is fighting for might differ. [But]
like me, people at JMU respect the courage and bravery our
troops have displayed."
The bottom line: surrounded by a keen sense of duty and
challenge and with the support of a patriotic community,
ROTC students appear to have reasons to be proud.
"ROTC is more than just the people seen wearing uniforms
around campus and running in the morning," Barrel) said.
"While taking on the role of being a student, we have to balance all our duties as a cadet ...to develop and motivate ourselves to meet our potential and eventually take on one of the
greatest jobs in the world — leading soldiers."
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Picture this:,
Envision Yourself in A Connected World
EVENTS:
ALL WEEK (SEPT. 20-28)
International Photo Contest
Display. Carrier Library
(two weeks)
Submit your best photos' Winning entries lor
JMU's 4th annual International Photo Contest
will be on display tor two weeks in Carrier
Library Three categories tor you to choose:
architecture landscape, and people. Visit the
International Week Web site tor more information

International Festival.
Hillandale Park, 12pm-6pm
Come to Hillandale Park to enjoy all the
cultures of the Shenandoah Valley: arts, crafts.
music, dancing, food end morel Free shuttle
from Godwin bus stop,

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 21
Iran, Irag. and Afghanistan:
What Is going on?.
College Center Grand Ballroom
7 30pm-9pm
Mr Mohammad All is the Executive Producer of
WorldView TV in Fairfax. VA Mr Ah moderated
ECVA's 2001 and 2002 Candidates Forum and
has been a political consultant to BBC and
Radio Free Europe He has also offered lectures
and presentations at US Department of Health &
Human Services, US State Department, Fairfax
County Government, Georgetown University,
and the Middle-East Institute He has been also
syndicated in online magazines and published
articles in US News and World Report.

International Flag Parade,
Quad & the commons, 11;30anv1pm
Parade Participants represent JMU's diverse
national and international community. The
route begins and ends on the commons.
Saxophone Masterclass with
Andre Leroux, School of Music,
Room 148. 1:25pm-? 15pm
Percussion Masterclass with
Jon Mefe, School of Music.
Room 108. 1 25pm-2.15pm

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
International Bazaar, the commons
a Warren Patio, 11am-3pm
(Rain Location: Transitions)
Come stroll through vendors stalls of crafts
from around the world. Don't forget to bring
your wallet' Student international organization
booths will also be present

Basic Korean 101.
Taylor 305, 4pm-5pm

Performance at the commons,
12pnv12:30pm. Arab/Israeli Comedy

Basic Hindi/Urdu 101.
Taylor 400. 4pm-5pm

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 22

Andre Leroux Jazz Quartet
(Montreal. Quebec),
Wilson Hall.8pm-9 30pm
Bring your friends and families (or a night of
pizzazz with Andre and his Jazz Quartet from
Canada

Arab/Israeli Comedy Tour, CMISS
Educational Series, Wilson Hall,
7-8:30pm
Israeli born comedienne Rom Geva and her
Lebanese-American partner, Hassan Arawas.
aim to bring peace to the Middle East through
humor with their new, two person comedy
review. "The Arab/Israeli Comedy Hour.directed by journalist, comedian and National
Public Radio commentator Aaron Freeman.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
Performance at the commons.
12pm-lpm. Pepe Aranda
As the lead singer for Soiazo. Pepe is back
with some more Latin rhythm and music.
Come and join him around the commons'
Madison International Program
Open House, Ashby Hall 5pm-7pm
This is an invitation-only event

Peace Corps, Taylor 305. 4pm-5pm
Want to join the Peace Corps? Here is your
chance to learn more about this organization
and the opportunities that it offers

Kurds and Kurdistan. Mr. Kani
Xulam, Taylor 305. 3 30pm-5pm
Come and learn who are the Kurds and where
is Kurdistan Explore the people, language.
history and customs of this unique culture.

Basic Arabic 101. Taylor 400. 4pm-5pm

International Week Speaker,
Mr. Kanl Xulam. Grafton-Stovall.
7pm-9pm
Mr. Kani Xulam is from Northern Kurdistan At
the University of Toronto, he represented
Kurdistan at the "Model United Nations", which
passed a resolution recognizing the right of the
Kurdish people to self-determination.
In 1993, on the urgings of the Kurdish
community leaders of America, he left his
family business in California to establish and
run the American Kurdish Information Network
(AKIN) with the intent of offering a public
service to toster Kurdish-American
understanding and friendship.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
Performance at the commons.
i?pm-ipm (NilTettey Tetteh)
All the way from Ghana, Nil Tettey Tetteh and
members from his "Kusun Ensemble* bring you
a blend of jazz and African music.
Studey Abroad Fair,
Transitions, 11am-3pm
Find out how to study abroad anywhere in the
work), as well as how to intern, travel, work, and
volunteer abroad! Free food, gifts, and prizes.
America Through Our Eyea,
Taylor 305, 3 30pnv5pm
International students will share their
perspectives of living in America. Audience
participation is welcome

Basic Italian 101, Taylor 400.
4pm-5pm

Palestinian/Israeli Discussion Panel.
PC Ballroom 7pm-8:30pm
Learn more about what is going on between
Israel and Palestine. Two of our very own JMU
professors. Dr. Na|at Rahman and Di. Hasan
Hamdan. will be running a discussion panel
about an issue that they have been Irving with
from the beginning of their lives.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
Performance at the commons.
Mid-East Interest Club, 12pm 1pm
International Extravaganza Performance
by Desert Wind Dance Company,
Grand Ballroom. 6:30pm-8pm
Come enjoy performances by Desert Wind Dance
Company, a professional ensemble dedicated to
the presentation and preservation of Middle
Eastern dance and enjoy a catered buffet!
$12 per person; $6 for students Last years event
was sold out in advance; buy your tickets early!
To purchase tickets, stop by CMISS In Warren
245. or email multicultural Ojmu edu for inquiries.
Pablo Antonio y La Firms Band.
Grand Ballroom, lOpm-lam
Wanna Merengue and salsa all night? Join
Pablo Antonio and his band "La Firma" for a
night of Latin flavoi! Merenque and salsa
lessons start at 10:00pm.
Basic Farsl 101. Taylor 400, 4pm- 5pm

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
World Cup Tournament, UREC Turf Field
Bam -3pm
Join a soccer team and represent your heritage
or country m the fourth annual JMU World Cup.
Advanced registration is rocquired and may be
made at CMISS In Warren 245

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
World Cup Tournament Semifinals and
Finals. UREC Turf Field. 1pm-5pm

Basic Hebrew 101.Taylor 400. 4pm-5pm

vjJUJuj.jmu.edu/multicultural
*
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Cuban
>*

JtX

V

"Blazing piano . . .
A remarkal >i< > bai i< i"
Pi fformance Magazine

Funk

The

Miguel

Jlorrjero

m ■

FnseTrrDie
Arranger
Composer

[>

Percussionist

^H

Pianist
Proetmcer

■■

Wilson Hall
* Auditorium

Thursday, Sept. 25
at 7:30pm
Free Shuttle Service Is

provided one hour prior

to event from ISAT lot C - lO

-jmmmi

Box Office: Wilson Hall - 105
'Monday - Friday, noon - 4pm
All Seats Reserved:
Adults $20
Seniors $18
JMU Students and Childn -r. $10
I Information or Tickets Call:
(540) 568 - 700C
toll free (877) 201 7543
Sponsored by the JMU College of Arts
and Letters Encore scries

THURSDAY. SEPT.

■ No missing 'Pieces'

"I'm not a morbid person, but death needs
to be dealt with not swept aside."

STYLE

Hard-hitting subject
matter helps play hit
home at JT
see stery below
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BKTHANY TOBIN

sophomore
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Inn Fart:
250 lbs. of
Ivrnes were
and in the Aug. 13
week of raspberry

Cones still dripping six decades later
BY KVRA PAPAFIL

style editor
The melting ice cream
cone slips from the grasp of
the 20-something as she
watches her gianl scoop of
mint chocolate chip topple to
the ground. After her long
sigh, she gives up and splits
her roommate's chocolate
sundae with the works.
Behind her lies a longstanding Harrisonburg
tradition for both JMU
students and local
citizens alike —
Kline's Dairy Bar.
The Burg
tradition
celebrates its 60th
anniversary
of
friendly service in
"The
Friendly
City" this year.

Kline.
Fun Fact:

350 lbs ol
cookies went into
the last batch of
Oreo ice cream. J

Humble Beginnings
Founded in 1943,
Kline's opened at
FA, the hand of |ohn
.' Kline and his family
after they moved to
Harrisonburg
from
Washington, D.C.
Current
Kline's
owner
Mike
Arehart
explained once John passed
away in 1974, Kline's was
sold to Sam Fletcher. In 1979,
Arehart said he bought it a
day before his 19th birthday.
IKI M VI \/(,(i\\SK-v..»imhi«i/U,/*»o»nv*fr
Graduate student Amanda Falrchlld enjoys a waffle cone of Kline's Ice cream.
Kline'* Dairy Bar, located on Wolfe Street In downtown Harrisonburg, It celebrating 60 years of its homemade Ice cream. Flavor forecasts, letting fans know what
flavor of the week to expect, are available at Kline's.

Sure beats flipping burgers
Of the 20 employees Arehart
keeps on staff, about half arc high
school students and the other halt
attend local colleges and universities. When it comes to first jobs.

Arehart should know best — his first
gig was at Kline's. "As a rule, this
place has provided a lot of first
jobs," he said. "The average oniplov
ment is five or six years."
Senior Julie Saholsky, who has
worked at Kline's for three years, said,
"It's given me a chance to make some
friends from other parts of )MU and
Harrisonburg. Ifsalototfuntodoour
jobs and make people happy."
Behind the glass windows
Arehart said one of the best
parts of his job is that he Beta lo
think up the flavors. "When I came
to Kline's almost 25 years ago,
there were only seven flavors rotating each week," he said. "Now we
have about 14 flavors that rotate.
"Sometimes you'll see a flavor,
and we'll just tweak it a little and
add something," Arehart said. He
said all ice cream is made daily. "As
opposed to soft serve or batch freeze,
both which put a lot of air in the ice
cream, we continuous freeze, which
adds very little air."
It takes six lo six and a half
hours to produce one complete run
for four barrels of ice cream.,
according to Arehart, which makes
about 10 gallons an hour.
Dozens of flavors (and years) later
To commemorate Kline's birthday, patrons can purchase plastic
steins <$1.50), T-shirts ($12.00) and
refrigerator
magnets
($5.50),
according lo Arehart.
He said there have been givi-.iu.n-.
all year to celebrate, and that Kline s
fans can expect a couple more before
the end of the year, such as trvv p.ir.iphanalia or discounts on ice cream.
Many students said they opt for
Kline's over other ice cream chains
because of insured quality. "I just like

it because it's real ice cream," sophomore Regan Hiatt said.
Senior Deanna Rella said, "You
know that no matter the flavor, vou
know it's going to taste great."
While quality always is appreciated, the large portion sizes for a thin
college budget attract many fans.
"Ifs cheap, they give really big
portions and it's really good." sophomore Maria Razos said.
Kline's fans also feel it is a good
place to go with friends to hang out.
"They have fun, fast and friendlv
service," sophomore Craig Win -..ml
Kline's flavor calendar changes
not only with the week, but with
the season as well. Fans can expect
pumpkin
ice
cream
around
Halloween and Thanksgiving.
Flavor forecast cards, which
are released seasonally, are available at Kline's Dairy Bar, located
at 58 East Wolfe St. in downtown
Harrisonburg.

mm
Whs* trier* 11 plethora to choose
from, everyone always teams to hive
a swortce Kline » furor of th* weak.

Choocsjet r*anut Bunr
Itaspberry
r%KOwootmCr*a
ftsfflphin
Oreo
0*tT

46%
24%
7%
6%
S%
12%
1
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Screen ignited in 'Matchstick Men'
BY EVAN HALL

contributing writer

Ml I 1 IASPI K : IIW rh^nvraphrr

Junior Rachel Bauder. left, and senior Rasheeda Miller act in
"Pieces." which Is at Theatre II through Saturday.

Play leaves behind
no extra 'Pieces'
BY TOM BUPIM.KR

- ontrtbuting writer
The dialogue in |iinior [mine
Benyman's "fieees" is all about
happiness - the pursuit i«t it. the
envyovwitandthtiiK-intin at1
It poses its core question: What do
we do to maintain our dailv liappiness. especially when the world
falls down amund our ankles'
There an- a number of dark
and unpleasant things at the center of "Pieces," but the play is not
really about am ot these Rape
cancer, finanu.il woes. ehikihood
regrets and teen pregnancies an*
the facilitators for Benyman's
real subjects. 11" pl.ivwrighl
uses the day-in, day-tnit worries
and fears of young people to
p.imt her canvas and tell I storv.

I'u\.s
Optra with the
failed MikuJt' attempt ol its
m.mi ih.ir.uler. Aluiu <junu>r
Kachel Itauder), a college studenl. Berryman reveals this
episode through flashback, .is
Aluiu sits and rvdds old fourtuK of pottTK reflecting on tlie
lifeth.it fate has dealt her.
AJdna, who is tornuiitcd bv
nightmans of .t npt m» u.enl. is
Irving to sort through ■ troubled
iliiklUnxl .tn,t eventually rinds
I terse ll taking | job .it .1 strip dub
to make ends meet Sin- is m tinprocess ,i) breaking tip with a
longtinv bovfrk-nd, Frank (Jamie

Lynn.) Pnra mam wv and
exhibits some ml simmty but
still has a lot ot gniw ing up to do.
*r PIECES, page 15

New Movies:
Regal Cinemas:
• Anything Else
•Cold Creek Manor

* Underworld

Sept. 18 through Sept. 23
atmplletl h\ h

Action always has driven
Ridley Scott's blockbusters
such as "Black Hawk Down"
and "Gladiator;" however,
ScoK leaves the guns in the
backseat and lets his characters
t.ike tl»e wheel in the refreshingly clever "Matchstick Men."
In similar fashion to "The
Sting," "Matchstick Men is
about two con men who hustle
people by first earning their
trust and then creating a scenario that steers the naive mark
to freely give up his or her
money Unlike "The Sting,"
however, this film doesn't rotate
around the logistics involved in
(he Ktual heist.
R.ifher, it Likes a deeper look
at the con men — at how their
lives affect their work, and how
then work atfects their lives.
Nicolas. Cage ("Adaptation")
plays Roy, the obsessive-compiuslve agoraphobic whose
anal rctentiveness has left
him with a life void of any
real meaning or any friends
besides his partner Frank
(Sam Rockwell. "Confessions
of a Dangerous Mind").
As a part of his therapy,
Roy locates his 14-year-old
daughter
Angela
(Alison
Lohman, "White Oleander")

"MATCHSTICK MEN"
STARRING:
NICHOLAS CAGE AND
SAM ROCKWELL
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
116 MINUTES

whom he has never met, but it
is clear that he always has
desired to. Angela is adorable,
yet tomboyish, and relentlessly insists that her father leach
her how to con.
Roy is both completely
uncomfortable with someone interfering with his
meticulously systematic routines, and he is enamored
with the idea that he helped
to create something so pure
and beautiful.
The moments between Roy
and Angela are charming and
fresh, where he struggles
between the discomfort of dealing with a teenage daughter
and his longing to make up for
his years of neglect.
Predictably, Angela finds
herself in the middle of one of
her father's cons; however, the
following events are surprising
enough to leave even the savvi-

UM

.\"vrlr\Tunrt

est moviegoer asking the guv
beside him: "How on earth did
that just happen?"
Only so much can be said
about the actual con itself
because of the nature of the
him. however, the con isn't necessarily the driving force
behind the picture. Ihe story
focuses on how Roy's ineptitude as a man dwells solelv
pom the guilt he suffers sj .1
result of his profession.

*te KEY

■hi ram

• •«« GnKraMArtrtiil*
■MpKtatprfce.
*)•* V*.fc..|„mc-tK[»,
BGnfcu.SBM*
•)•) 9nidh»»liem lllllil
• VlfomrrftwdlhtmaMni

Places to go and things to do this weekend:
• The LRU* OrM
Paul Currsrt Andy Friedman and Jetlrey
Foulcaul k> pray felt and okas Friday >t 8
pro Cost» S3 ■ <r» door. Spoke lo play
rock n' rat Saturday m S p.m Free at Ihe

Graflon Stovall Theatre:
• The Matnx Reloaded

BtaeOOOQMQ *»* Wv

Nicolas Cage start In "Matchstick Men" as Roy, an obtMslvacompulslve con artist who locates Ms estranged daughter.

door. For more Ins), eel 4344684.

• Alston's ">ub

• Artful Dodger

- Fast Car, lay Oog Lucy and Smal
Town Workers to May Friday al 9-30 p m

- Todd ScNabelch to play acoustic music
txmght at 9 p m and Codger A»»r Darkdance party Saturday starting at 11 p.m. Free
at tie door. For more •*>. call 432-1179

and The Hal Brothers lo pley country
Saturday at »:» pjn Cost It $5 lor age 21
and over and IB (or underage at the door
For more Into, Ajal 432-0610
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NCAA: Athletes forgotten in blur of coaching scandals

POM 11 SM\(;io\//,„t iw/i Sav leletnm
Fornier Baylor IMvecBtty man's basketball coach Dave Bliss answers
csjestlons regardng the death of one of his players, Patrick Demehy.

NCAA.frompageli
paint LXTUwhy as a drug dealer.
Why? To demonstrate how
Uwinehy might have been capaDM ot paving his tuition and to
l.ikf the had oft himself. Baylor
» as o\ IT the l.Vscholarship limit,
and Bliv, wanted mon' players.
lias there ever been a mon'
callous man in the history of
intercollegiate athletics? Won't
authorities be interested in possible obstruction of justice charges?
After all, his own plavers have
said the coach encouraged them
to lie to investigators. Shouldn't
somehxiv vv.int some answers
from this man, who portrayed
MrJMaK as virtuous and turned
out to be a fraud?
Shouldn't some coach hire
Abar Rouse, the young former
Baylor assistant who t.ipoJ llliss
shameful attempts at a om-enip
and blew the whistle on the coach
who not so subtly threatened his
job if lie did in it go along?
Bliss was turned down bv a

jail when he volunteered his serv- wrong. Presidents hive pressure
ices there late last month. If there to raise funds. They are trying to
is any justice, he might not be in attract students. Winning sports
position to volunteer soon.
teams, it has been proved, does
Bliss is just the worst possible both Sadly, this mentality also
example of what has seemed like breeds Dave Bliss.
an epidemic. There was Jim
Trust the facts — and the facts
Harrick at the University of are that college basketball has an
Georgia, presiding over an aca- unprecedented image problem.
demic scandal and pretending he
And who can leave out the
knew nothing about it. Who can football coaches? Mike Price and
forget the president of St. Buna- Rick Neuheisel did not have
venture University approving a great off-seasons.
player with a welding certificate?
Can anybody hen' tell the
Were the Bonnies about to win truth? Can anybody behave?
the NCAA title, and was Bob Does anybody get it?
Lanier still eligible?
The answer to all three quesBaylor? When+ias that school tions actually is a resounding
ever won anything? And why yes. The problem is that nobody
would they even try? What are knows it. Everybody knows
these people thinking?
Bliss, Harrick and their ilk.
And whatever has become of They don't know University of
Iowa State University hoops coach Pennsylvania's Fran Dunphy,
Larry Eustachy who resigned due Notre Dame University's Mike
to alcohol abuse incidents?
Brey or Niagara University's
If you suggest much of this Joe Mihalich.
starts at the level of the college
Nobody knows an athk'tic
presidents, you would not be director like Villanova Univer-

sity's Vince Nkrastro, who simply
does not know how to lie.
Everybody hears about the
players who beat up women, get
somebody else to take their SATs
or go along with a school when
nobody insists they go to class.
They don't know about the
thousands of kids who really
want to do the right thing, who
mix class, basketball and life.
Who knows whether the summit will solve anything. What the
coaches can do is promise no
longer to look the other way
when they see a colleague breaking rules that pertain to the
game's fundamental integrity —
the code of silence must go.
Everybody always blames
the NCAA. That's way too easy.
Remember, the NCAA is the
schools. They don't trust each
other, which is why the NCAA
and all its rules exist. The coaches know this. Now, they must
do something about it and
something about themselves.

J

C~^)
Ragtime Fabrics offers
V^CJOt^xQ
a wide selection of fabric and trims
• ■>(■(. K"i

• Greek Letters
■ Costuming
• Decorating your personal space
• Handmade creations
• Sewing classes lor all skill levels
• Husqvama/Viking sewing machine dealer
• Machine repair

Yovf acf W*

Join us in the CommunltySewing Center. Call tor information about our sewing Happy Hoursl

Br««7« J^Wtarf

You can find us at 60 West Market Street, downtown Harrisonburg,
behind the Artful Dodger and convenient to many bus routes.
Call us at 434-5663, e-mail us al belleeragllmefabrlcs.com
and check out our web site at www.ragetimelabrics.com

BRAKES • TUNE-DP • SUSPENSION

$4.99 a Foot

AUTO
SERVICE
•Import & U.S. Cars and Trucks
10% OFF
Free Estimates- All Work Guaranteed
•Maintenance & Repairs
Any Repair

JM's

Pick-up A Delivery Available
•Experience the Difference

434-1147

21

Master
Auto
" Technicians

KN<;iNr> I'RANSMIS.SION.' IIT( II • K1.F(TRICAI

©
©

MONDAY IS
FLEX DAY
Buy 1 Get 1
Half Price
With JACard, an) item, limit I per customer

Monday:

Wednesday:

• FLEX DAYIII
Show your JACard to buy one
and get one at half price

• Free fries with any sub
• Italian burger, $3.95,
served w/ fries

(ot .qu.l or tauor tdw, Unit ono p,. cu«oim>)

Tuesday:
• PIZZAFESTIIt 12" specialty pizza, 12"
cheese pizza, large order of garlic bread,
and a pitcher of soda for only $19.95

(540)433-1113

Thursday:
• COLLEGE NIGHTIII (5pm-9pm)
• Large 1-topping pizza, $7.99
• Jumbo chicken wings, 40( each

1039 Port Republic Rd
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Turn over a new leaf: synopsis of season's best fiction page turners
Having woken up fan
another deep and MMhfylng
Sunday slumber this past weekend, I grabbed tile remote control
— my second best friend
.out
lay back in bed, flipping thnm^li
channel after channel, hoping u>
prolong the need for such trivialities as a shower, breakfast and a
made bed.
It was during this cable
odyssey that I came across one
of those stale round table discussions on Book TV. The topic
new fall nonfiction books.
Well, now that classes are
into high gear again, who hn
time for nonfiction? liven underlining and analyzing books of
fiction for my own courses can
get too serious at times.
As I mentioned last week,
aulumn is the time for more ><'rious cinema. If this is true, then fall
should be about reading for read-

ing's sake. Book critics, in their
suits and ties, talk about the nonfiction books that they were most
kinking forward to NKting this
fall. If tlic professionals luii cri
tiuuc the nonfiction tttasry
world, then why can't I, in my
bedclothes and at my computer,
do the same for fiction?
So here it is, my own personal
■mind tabk' devoted to tin- be-t
fiction releases till*, reason.
Consider it a bookend (no pun
intended) to last week's column.
September
"The Nanx-sake." by Jhumpa
I ahm — After her I'lilit/erl'i i/ewinning collection of short stories.
"|li,.
Interpreter
of
Maladies," this first novel depicts
the life of an Indian couple in
America and their IndianAmerican son, Gogol, who
endures his own cultural cnsis

"The Early Stones," by John
Updike — What's a year without another publication by the
prolific man of letters? This
mammoth release (Wit) pages)
contains his short stories
between 1953 and 1975.

*

5!

I il 'I1
by senior writ»r ■■

Zak Salih

"Grimus,"
by Salman
Rushdie
Known far Ins gargantuan cultural tale* of magicre.ihsm "( .nmiis' is tlie author |
first novel about an immortal
who searches for the meaning of
his infinite existence. After yean
oi unavailability, tl*' novel finally is re-released in paperback.

October
"Love," by Toni Morrison —
I In first novel since "Paradise,"
early buzz suggests that this
book is Morrison's best in a
long time. If that's true, then
tins examination of love in all
its many-splendid forms should
be quite a read.

'PIECES:'Breathes of life

REVIEW

Zirkle House art paints bleak picture of life
BY SARAH MAM

I \

contributing writer
Enter the Zirkle House
art exhibit, and one enttri
an artist's psyche. Visitors to
this realm will encounter
life, death and the gray
interlude in-between. From
Sept. 15 to 22, the Artworks
Gallery, the Other Gallery
and the Madison Gallery
will serve as a window into
the thoughts of student
artists Anna Hillard, David
Abbott and Bethany Tobin.
Senior Anna Hillard's
work is on exhibit in the
Artworks Gallery. Hillard
concentrated on tin- use of
colors and textures in her
paintings, rather than to., us
on creating distinct figures,
according to her artist's statement. This is evident by looking at her art, as the paintings
are mostly abstract and use
many different colors.
Hillard's collection consists of
10 pieces of art — nine paintings
and one collage made out of old
CosmopciHan magazine clippings,

hound together like a book.
In IHT painting "Ciouim;
Up," she tackles the ieaue of the
struggles Of lite and -oniplua
tions that go along with getting
older, Hillard suggests Unemotional appeal of the artwork is strengtlienod bv the
artist's use of pieces of gau/e,
which allude to the idea of
mending the past.
"I enjoyed the color and
the texture of the work in
general, but I thought they
were somewhat ambiguous
in that thev were just dilleient colors of paint," junior
Lauren Menzies said. "It was
hard to make sense of it."
Senior David Abbott's oofleobon, The Fretful Stir," is housed
in the Other Gallery. Abbot's ,,rtwork is much more subdued
than I lillard's in that Abbott uatd
mostly pen. pencil and marker to
create his work. For an added
touch, the pieces are situated in
littk* wooden frames. Abbotfs
compilation of work consists of
several informal sketdies.
"The frames are tin* real
joy," Abbott said.

November
Wolves of the Calla," by
Stephen King
It's the beginning of uV end tor King's "Dark
lower" scries ,is his quirky cast
of characters continue its fantastical journey to save its universe
from annihilation
"Yellow Dog," by Martin
Anus
Speaking ot quirky
characters, Amis' upcoming
novel is filled to tlx> brim with
them — including ,\\\ unethical
journalist, a Chinese mistress
and a famed pomographer.
"The Way to Paradise," by
Mario Vargas I losa
Having

Beflonalned the hie of ■ cruel
Latin American dictator in "Trie
I cist of the Goat," this next
novel does the same for the
artist Paul Gaugin.
"Don Quixote," by Miguel
de Cervantes — This novel, a
staple for anyone trying to
read -ill the great books, sees
a new translation by Edith
Grossman, who has translated books by Gabriel Garcia
Marquez and Mario Vargas
Uosa, and a new introduction by Harold Bloom.
"Living to Tell the Tale.' by
Gabriel Garcia Marquez —
OK, so it's the first part of the
author's autobiography But if
the author's life is anything
like his spectacular novels,
then this memoir is one nonfiction book that is too good to
pass up. The book is translated
bv Edith Grossman.

Pram I doodle of a matchbox to scribble-like portraits,
the childlike drawings .ire
intriguing in their effortlessness The simplicity of the
ptoon is refreshing in that it
shows that art does not always
have to be complicated.
"I really feel like David has
.i definite and distinct sophistiCated slvle thai has develop)
so much recently," senior
Becky Peebles said'' His work
is ver\ cohesive. '
The mood of the exhibition
Ji.inges with the collection by
sophomore Bethany Tobin, on
display
in
the Madison
Gallery. In her artist's state
ment, Tobin explains that her
motivation for her collection
of drawings was to display
the pain of death and snow
the process of dving.
"Her collection is obviously
dark, but I like it because it
sends a message and shows a
struggle,"
junior
Kelley
l ordo.vas.iid. 'These drawings
are so full of feeling; it's nice to
see some emotion in artwork."

Tobin's work consists of

many drawings of one woman's
struggle
with
AIDS. The
woman in the depictions has
sad, ga/ing eyes ami a frail body.
"I'm not I morbid person,
but death needs to be dealt with,
not swept aside," Tobin said.
Each piece evokes profound emotion through its
color scheme of black, brown
MM\ red Tobin's collect ion is
especially thought-provoking because it presents a different view of the world — one to
which most spectators would
not ordinarily be exposed.
I he students featured in the
show were chosen because of
their work, level of confidence
in presentation of it and general knowledge of their direction
in the field of art, according to
the Zirkle House graduate
,isM-.t.mt Sara Shawger.
The three exhibits will be
on display at Zirkle House
through Sept. 27. Admission to
the gallery is free. The hours of
operation are from noon until
5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and from noon until 4
p.m. on weekends.

•PIECES', from page n
Alcina's friend. Menu a
(senior Rasheeda Miller) —
is faithful and cheery, but she
is concealing a secret that
reveals itself exactly when it
must. The exposure of her
secret feels less like a plot
device than it does one ot
lite s sick ironies. Sometimes
these characters support
each other, but more often
than not, they create friction
between themselves.
An interesting choice in
art direction gives weight
and depth to the emotional
center of the play, Midi as tin
inclusion of Alcina's voiceover monologues as she
remembers the past. Red,
blue and gram lights bathe
the set, treating silhouettes
behind translucent white walls.
Faceless characters from
the past literally loom eerily over Alcina as she sleeps.
This feels exactly right for
human memory — as time
passes, the mind is less concerned with what happened than how it felt like
when it happened — and
the shadows and lights hit

this note wonderfully.
Special recognition should
be given as well to Bauder,
who brings the character of
Alcina to life. This is Bauder \
play to make or to break, and
she pulls it off admirably.
I i' i ee" sets challenging
ohst.kles tor its characters
and then watches patientK
as they struggle to make
sense of their worlds.
Berry man seemed to care
tremendously for the character- and the drama on stage
was fueled by a wary knowledge of the inevitable ops
and downs in life.
The narrative drive of the
play is concerned with howthings will turn out for
Alcina. But this is a slice ot
life tale as much as it is good
drama, so just watching and
hearing these characters
inhabit their worlds holds
the audience's attention.
The
play
announces
Berryman as someone who
has listened and fell and is
able to articulate.
Ticces" is showing in
Theatre 11 Sept. 16 to 20 at 8
p.m., and Sept. 19 at midnight.

ATTENTION

I
AN1IATION
Want to learn how to get your club's
name in The Breeze1?
Come to a Breeze info meeting!

Monday, Sept. 11
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from the JMU Copy Centers Academi<Kx)ursepack
^Coursepack Service!
By getting your fall semester coursepack materials to us by our
deadline, you made our job much easier
Herb Amato
Sharon Babcock
Clint Bennett
Thomas Bertsch
Cathy Brookshire
Pete Bsumek
Dave Chase
Don Chodrow
Andrew Connell
AnnCrabb
Elizabeth Cross
David Ehrenpreis
Anthony Eksterowicz
Lynn Fichter
Pam Gibson
Joann Grayson
Mario Hamlet-Metz
Norman Hart
Laura Henigman
Gregg Henriques
Thomas King
Tom Kuster
Robert Lembright

Richard Lippke
James Liu
JeffLoveland
Ina Markham
Jeremiah McCarthy
Challace McMillin
Scott Milliman
Jon Monroe
AJ Morey
William O'Meara
Susan Palocsay
Connie Peterson
GauriRai
Peter Ratner
Michael Seth
Craig Shealy
Margaret Slattery
John Stone
Laura Taalman
Cheryl Talley
Hillary Wing Richards
Nancy Wingfield

(Mju/u IveLty id/a/u&tLo/

(

Spring deadline is Monday
November 3
Coursepack request forms available online at http://www.jmu.edu/copycenter/coursepack.shtml
as well as at the Main and CISAT Copy Centers, and your departmental office
CISAT Copy Center
HHS Building
Room 1002
x88731

Main Copy Center
Medical Arts
Suite 31
x83263

»
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Every week Ryan
Hudson and Caleb
Hannan break down (he
previous weekend's
performances and make
*ie t bold predictions for
upcoming action.
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"This is probably the deepest team
we've ever had, and we have guys not
in the lineup pushing the starters."

SPORTS

PAUL GOODEN

men's golf coach

-MEN'S GOLFFOOTBALL-

Hofstra wide-outs are threat
Dukes to face receivers that 'can go score anytime'
BY BRAD RICHARDS

sports editor

AMY PATERSUNteinnriAxoifi.ipAri

Senior Jay Woodson practices his swing at practice.

Woodson,
JMU eyeing
big season
BY MATT 9TOSS
contributing writer

Senior golfer Jay Woodson
is entering his final year of
eligibility for the Dukes and
has the supporting ctsl
around him that very well
could mean big things for
JMU this season, according to
coach Paul Gooden.
"I'm very high on this
year's team," Gooden said.
"This is probably the deepest
team we've ever had, and we
have guys not in the lineup
pushing the starters "
Last season, the Dukes finished tied for 22nd — out of a
field of 27 — in the NCAAs and
tied for fifth in the Colonial
Athletic Association. With
everyone coming back, plus
two talented transfers, (iooden
and the team are looking to
capitalize on its depth and
wealth of experience.
Leading the Dukes is lone
senior Jay Woodson, who in the
off-season the past two years
has managed to win two
Virginia State Amateur titles.
"It [Virginia State Amateur
title] was a big confidence
builder, and sometimes your
game just peaks at the right
BOM M the year," Woodson
said. "Hard work pays of]
when you least expect it."
I ast year.'Woodson finished
the season with the lowest
stroke average on the team,
shooting a 73.13, which won
him All-CAA honors for the
second consecutive season.
Joining him on the team
this season are juniors,
Barry Londeree, Jairo Irreno,
Jason Robertson and St.
Bonaventure University transfer junior Jay Lindell.
Last year, Londeree signed
his card with the third lowaal
stroke average (75.26) and second best scon in |Ml history,
shooting a 66.
"I think Barn,' can shoot
more scores in the 60s,"
Gooden said. "He worked
harder this summer than in
the past, and I believe he'll
have l solid y«fli
Lindell adds another quality
golfer to the JMU roster. The former Bonnie was an Atlantic 10
Rookie of the Year and also was
named to the I*ing/Ciolf Coaches
Association «>l America MidAtlantic Region team in 2003.
The rest of the team featuivs
sophomores Joe Schettn s
Dennis Cosier and Central
Connecticut State University
transfer sophomoiv Tim Seelcy.
(.osier completed his freshman season with the team's second lowest stroke average
(75.1**) and one top-tive tmish
"We have the most talent
of any team since I've been
here Woods,»n Bald. "And
when you're confident in
the Otral four guyi it really
takes a load off of you so
that you can relax and play
your own game."
JMU begins its season
Sunday at K a.m. when it will
host the annual JMU
Invitational at the l.ake\ieu
Golf Course. There are 19 teams
competing in the event, and it
features such conference rivals
as Towson University, George
Mason University and the
Cottage of William k Mary.

Coming off of a bye week,
the Dukes are primed and
ready after recovering both
mentally and physically
from their 43-0 lashing by
Virginia Tech Sept. 6.
JML will kick off its 2003
Atlantic 10 Conference schedule Saturday against winless
MoNtra University (0-3) at 6
p.m. at Zane Showker Field at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
Coach Mickey Matthews
knows that the Pride have
not won a game this season,
but still recognizes the fact
that their offense, which is
highlighted by a four-wide
receiver set, is dangerous.
"I think offensively
(Hofstra's] wide-outs can go
score anytime they touch the
ball," he said. "They really
can run ... As Marshall
(University! found out (Aug.
30), they had some long
gains against [them]."
The Pride gained a total
of 241 yards (125 passing
yards)
against
the
Thundering Herd, making
an offensive outburst by
them a strong possibility.
"1 think a statistic you
really have to be concerned
with, when you're playing
Hofstra, is yards after the
catch," Matthews said.
"They are going to complete
passes against you. You see
then when they catch short
passes and turn them into
long gainers, you're going to
be in for a long night.
"You just have to play
well in the secondary against
them." he said. "You cannot
give up big plays. That's
very difficult too because
they have such great speed
in the wide receivers."
To offset the number of
receivers that Hofstra puts
on the field at one time, junior strong safety Rondell
Bradley said the Dukes will
play more nickel coverages
to put more defensive backs
on the field to help cover on
passing situations
Besides switching up the
many dime and nickel packages, defensive coordinator/defensive backs coach
Dick Hopkins believes that
the run game will be a factor.
"To me that's probably
the key to the game,"

F1U PtttmVTmm Clmtrnixel
JMU's defense will face off against Hofstra University's highly efficient passing game Saturday at Zane Showker Field at
Bridgeforth Stadium. Kkkoff Is at 6 p.m., and It will mark the beginning of the Dukes' Atlantic 10 Conference schedule.
Hopkins said. "I thought
that's what we did last year
— we took the running game
away ... We were ahead of
the chains, so to speak."
Hopkins and Matthews
both said that the key to
beating Hofstra last year was
controlling the run game,
and the same will be true
this time around. Hofstra
only had 79 yards on the
ground last season against
the Dukes, but running back
Trevor Dimmie is playing
well so far this season.
He is Hofstra's all-time
rushing leader (3,159 yards)
and is averaging 5.9 yards a
game and scored three
touchdowns in the first three
games of the year for the
Pride, making the Dukes' job
of stopping the run that
much more of a concern.
Virginia
Tech,
in
Matthews' words, is "just
better than us." Two weeks

66/ think a statistic you
really have to be
concerned with... is
yards after the catch.
— Mickey Matthews
football coadi

ago the Hokies exploited a
JMU defense that missed
several kev tackles
"I was not happy with the
tackling," Matthews said. "I
think that had to do with
who they had carrying the
ball because we tackled really well the week before.
"We had more missed
tackles then in the five years
[total] I've been here in one

game against Virginia Tech."
he jokingly added.
Matthews said the team
has focused on tackling
and works on it because a
good defense must do so.
If the tackling issue is
fixed this weekend, the
defense can place more
attention on Hopkins'
preseason focus of creating turnovers.
Hoftstra has given up the
ball 14 times this season in
just three games, and
Hopkins thinks that it will
play to the Dukes' advantage.
"(Turnovers have] put
them behind the eight ball,"
Hopkins said. "They've been
playing catch up, and teams
have taken advantage of it
and scored."
This Saturday,
JMU
might see some of what it's
made of and how good it
really is, even though
Matthews thinks that most

college football programs
don't know how good they
are until October.
"I think probably when
we
got
after
Liberty
[University] and when you
almost score on your first
seven possessions, and they
had two first downs,"
Matthews said. "I think that
probably gave us an inflated
look on how good we [are],
"I think Virginia Tech,
they had two or three individuals who made everyone on our team look bad,"
Matthews added. "I think
the jury is still out on our
football team at this point
... I think we will know
more in the next two weeks
how good we are. I think
we are pretty good, but we
have to prove it."
With Hofstra, a solid A-10
opponent, JMU will get its
chance this weekend to
makes its case to the jury

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Clarett 'a victim'
Back ineligible for draft
BY TFRRY PLUTO

Knight Rubler Newspapers

IAIMI FOMAS ACll'H AR/nm«v«n /Wi

Ohio State University running back Maurice Clarett, above being tackled by two defenders last season from Texas Tech University, has been suspended for the 2003 season.

In the courts, Maurice Clarett
might win the right to enter the
NFL Draft early.
I egally, he might be correct.
But that doesn't mean it is
a good idea
Clarett led Ohio State
University to a national titk' as .i
freshman He clearly was the
nation's top college running
back, but NFL rules state that
players may not declare for the
draft until three years after their
high school class graduates.
Clarett will maintain that
he s ready for the pros <ind
th.it he has the credentials to
prove it. His lawyers will
scream about restraint' of
trade and how Clarett is being
denied his rights.
The NFL will say that, as a
private business, the status quo
works, so why change?
Clarett's lawyers will counter, "Why should the star running back not be free to rum pro
when he wishes?"
They'll talk about the billions
the NCAA pockets, the millions
the top coaches make and how
the NCAA can rule a player
ineligible who takes a free

McEXmald's Happy Meal.
Clarett will be painted as a
victim of an oppressive system
denying him riches and the
right to pursue happiness and
Hummers by playing for pay on
NFL Sundays.
His lawyers might even
insist Clarett being suspended
In .i vear by OSU for what the
school says are serious violations of NCAA rules is another
reason to open the pro dtx»rs
now. That certainly makes the
legal option viable for Clarett
because he has nothing to lose
and not much else to do.
Clarett's lawyers will point
to the NBA, where LeBron
l.imes, Kobe Bryant, Kevin
Garnett and others went
directly from high school to
the prt»s. They'll insist opening
the doors to high school players made the NBA stronger
They can argue Clarett could
be the NFL's LeBron James, a
marketing magnet before he
plays his first pro game.
They'll mention baseball and
hockey teams routinely draft
players out of high school. The
lawyers might conveniently
ignore both of those pn> sports
veCIAKETT,pagel8
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CLARETT: NFL next step?
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Running back Maurice Clarett reaches for the foal Una last I
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CIARETT.from page 17
systems have minor leagues to
nurture and to develop those
players. Most judges would not
be impressed by the distinction,
anyway, as it has little to do
with legal issues.
The point is, Clarett's lawyers
will ask, "Why should the NFL
be any different?"
The fact that the NFL's
method of doing business is best
for the majority of the players
and the league will not be considered a strong argument. We
live in a system that celebrates an
individual over institutions,
where the law can change with
the stroke of a judge's pen.
Judges won't care that the
average NFL career is about three
or four years, or that the typical
NFL contract isn't guaranteed,
except the signing bonus. It won't
matter that very few high school
lads can take the pounding of the
league — that pro football really
is different from othei sports.

Judges won't care that
the average NFL career
is about three to four
years, or that the
typical NFL contract
isn't guaranteed ...
For all his physical gilts,
Clarett had shoulder problems
and knee surgery last season.
He missed all of three games
and parts of two others. There is
a legitimate question about how
he would hold up for a grueling
16-game NFL season.
That might be the reason
Clarett was thinking about an
early pro career in the middle
of his freshman season. Better
grab all the money you can.

while you can. That's the
American way, right?
I Ml in ll"' ergumenl l»
that a full college scholarship is a tremendous windfall to most IthtetM ll'i
worth at least $7MMHi over
the live vears most need t.>
earn a degree.
l\vr\ siirvt'\ shows ,i u>llege graduate eventually earns a
salan several rimes gn-aterthan
a person wifhoutkdegn.
pro football players will nu\! il
because their careen are so short
and seldom very lucratn i
IWttte face-year eHgfeUHy
rule, the graduation rate tor most
major college football pro
is barely 50 percent. Many are
like Clarett, seeing college as
nothing more than a n»uti lo ilx'
pms. Academic classes an' seen
as a waste of time.
If Clarett dot's sue and tlx'
NFL does lose, the situation just
will be worse, and most pkivers
won't be better for it

FOOTBALL

PICKS
of the

A.

iirr i

Week #4

Pigskin is Paramount!
The women s , lul- soccer
team shut out American
University on the road
Sunday, 4-0. Four Dukes
scored in the game.
Earlier this month, the
squad traveled across town to
play rival Eastern Mennonite
University. Given the opportunity to compete against
EMU's varsity team, the
women's club team won the
game, 5-3, on the strength of
two goals by junior forward
C olleen D.ivis
The team currently is
ranked first in the region and
third in the nation. The next
scheduled game is on the
UREC turf field this Saturday
at 10:30 a.m. against the
University of Richmond.
—from staff reports

r

Good thing no one made any calls to
Las \fegas last week — when things got
ugly around the office — as the panel
combined k*r a sub .500 win percentage.
There is no lock of the week anymore,
as we head into week five, all desperately hoping to avoid the downward spiral
Leading toward upset city.
As the underdoes continue to wreak
havoc on our records, the trash talk ha&
been reduced to a minimum this week,
as everyone waits in uncertainty.
Although, most have been giving the
young Duck, assistant news editor
Stephen Atwetl, a solid ribbing. After all,
rookies don't speak unless they're spoken to. Plus, he never shuts up anyway
Back to matters of business, Heinel
still holds a two-game lead, while the rest
of the panel continues in hot pursuit.
On a side note, for those astute readers out there, Virginia Tech enjoyed a bye
week last week, andyes, the game somehow made it to POTW a week early. On
behalf of the sports desk — my badf

Season total
Last week
Win percentage

Wet Heinel
He Hate Me
21-12
6-5
640

Alison Fargo
The Short One
19-14
6-5
.580

OrewWIIeon
DaBoea
16-15
6-6
550

Brad Richards
B-Rlch
17-16
4-7
520

Georgia
Tennessee
VT

Georgia
Tennessee
VT

LSU
Florida
VT

Georgia
Florida
VT

FSU
Iowa

FSU
Iowa

FSU
ASU

FSU
Iowa

Tennessee

New Orleans
SeaWa

San Francisco
Buffato
New York

San Francisco

Tennessee
St Louie
San Francisco

Tennessee
Seattle
San Francisco
Buffalo
New York

Stephen Atwell
The Rookie
21-12
6-5
640

College
Georgia @ Louisiana SI.
Texas ASM @ Va. Tech
CoaxadoO Florida St
Arizona Si @ Iowa

New Orleans @ Tenn.
a. Louis O Seattle
Cleve 9 San Francisco
Btirato O Miami
NY Giants 9 Washington

RT's

Save 15% this Saturday on our

Tailgate Platter Special

]

New York

Iowa

Tennessee
St. Louis
San Francisco
Miami
New York

CicVs PIZZA
a

Chicken
We do Party Platters!
Perfect for Tailgatingl

Washington

LSU
Florida
Texas A&M
FSU

ii

If1

YOU|$-„

BUFFET

O

Grilled BBQ Chicken Tenders plus Dipping Sauces
for only

(small serves 8-12)

(medium serves 14-18)

(large serves 20-24)

HARRISONBURG
2035-91 East Market St.

a

Skyline Villas* Shopping Ctr.

(540) 432-9099

16 Kind* of ?'\ZZ2

Parta «s> felad *> Deuert

RT's also offers wrap A deli platters!
Order platters by 9 p.m. Friday

CALL
438-0080
120 University Blvd.
Open 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Dine In or Carry Out

Large t—Tapping
One large round pizza
with theere and one topping.

J&t&gE/PVVM® M<G
\

Large Value Pack \
Two large round IM topping pUu, p|ui
lane garlic bread or dtiitrt. Chow
fnxi Gmaam toll, Appit, or Owofatt

MM
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USSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

Onl> $15 to run your

|Graat Apartment Opportunity •
Of first
■(toe rent at Trte Common* Three
■females need fourth roommate.
■male or female Move in todayl
'.heap. $285! Cell 434-2420424
r email eshtemeneViioo com
> Neeeed • for
■brand new townhouse S320 per
■ month with new furniture. $285
■without furniture. Call Samantha.
1540-2461622 berman*m#J)mu.eou
■ AeMree Cettage - Perfect for
I parents/visiting faculty, near JMU

i mrieaai

"For Sale" ad for the
entire semester or
until your item sells
whichever comes first l!
The oflet is apod now through
Dec 5 and only applies IO
advertising Hi the "rot Stir'
wctlon Ad* rmiM be 20 words n
km Offer applies to individual
items only Retail stores and
busswssei do not qualify for in*
•proal offer All ads are subka to
Brer* approval
Dent mM cw en chat pea deall

Buy a classified ad
and pet your ad listed
on the Web for

FREE!

568-6127
1989 Porsche 944 • 94K miles 5
speed, removable sunroof, new
Pirelli urea, beautiful car inside and
out. $5,995 Call 5407408245
■tana for tale - Dreaser, mirror.
igr»oy. wardrobe, furl boxsprlngs.
coffee table with 3 end tablet. TV
cart, rechner. Mutt tell, prices
negotiable Chnt. 4366257

I
[
I
I

Ceeker Spaniel Pvpplei • AKC
registered, buff. red. spotted
Shots and wormed Cute, tovrabto
indoor and outdoor pets, $250
Can 2 14 8899

i MOO I
excellent condition, yellow with
Week trim, new tires. 9.000 miles.
negotiabfe hflp.y/cub frnu edu/Mre
Call 421 7243

Caeca Out Oar SeneeMenel vwtafl*
~ adGrH& Thrift. 227 N. Main.

lt»J Ferd Meetaag IX .
hatchback, auto,
excellent
condition. 61.000 miles, cruise,
premium sound, sunroof, alloy
wheels, beautiful car, $3,950 Can

Pentium MMX ?r i VH; 32M
: RAM. 8G hard dnve. 24X CD ROM
I Window* 08. Office 97. HP Deskjet
520. 2 HP 26 cartridges. $200
o.bo Calf 612 2244 or email
dongamt0jmu.edu
1992 Ford Explorer - in great
condition. Lots of eitres. $6,500.
negotiable Call Mihe. 4354369
1997 Monte Carle • rr-d. 2 door,
Spoiler, excellent condition, 94.300
miles, loaded, ne* tiret, $4,295.
I Cell8300444.

Maaaa»

HeeastaMy Maters • part time work.
hotel tales. Flexible hourt. Email
resume to hor»ee%nan.eorn.
Servers Wanted it feaffltowa
Jets' Quick Lunch. Apply in person,
ueytime help preferred.

Horseel Free riding privileges/
leaeona In eicnange for stable
work. Call 867 0255 or go to
r»«py/'ad)Omhitf/arm.*'ai».n#f/ or
email ladybughilHatrrte>va.>.com.
A taring Breaker Nuaed - work
for Sunspiash Tours, travel free
Hottest destinations and parties.
Two free trlpa/Ngn commissions
www.i1wsp1aehr0urs.com
16004267710
Irlab Step Oenee Inatrector •
needed. Cell 4337127.
Bartender Trainees Needed •
$250 a day potential Local posftona
160029*3985. eit. 215.
■era Ue to $800 Per Week eeeembling products at home. No
experience. Call for information.
1 986*461700. Dept. VA-4806
$$$ Need Extra Caeh ft$ '-■
KIM Group, Inc.. a national event
marketing firm, seeks energetic
and outgoing individuals for part
time promotions at James Madison
University home football end
basketball games and other school
events. Flexible schedules to fit
busy class and social calendars
Marketing, sales, or service
experience e plus Will train on
campus Start immediately Call us
now! 1 888 691 1810 or email
ffnny#Wmgr oup.com.
i'a
Ctaa - mwtlent pay up to $1,000
per night. Safe and fun erwwonment
Call Kevin. 5402712345.

PAID INTERNSHIPS
FOR SIMMER 2004
Gain Hand. On MBJSJ
Riperimce al thr Same Time
MlelegYourRewaeAtrrsge 2(H).* Summer Farnmgt

Buy a classified ad
and get your ad listed
on the Web for

FREE!

FOUND; Key at Pwreea Park ■ on
Sunday 9/14/03 Found along
roggaig path. To claim can 4366907

Pa* Scl Majirs • Paid internships
available with local political
campaajn. Ooor to door canvassing
on evenings and weekends. Two to
6 days a week. Excellent
experience in a challenging race for
State Mouse. Lowell fulfc for
Delegate. Call Ethan. 432 1065
Call today, tilnng mmedtateryt
Small Vinyl Sign and graphics
■uslnese - is seeking part time
help with computer design. Would
prefer person with cutter/plotter
and software experience. Hours
are flexible. Phone 8100602. ask
for Greg.
Fraternities, Sororities, Clwke.
ttawaat Oreaee • Earn $1,000
$2,000 (hit temeater with a
proven Cam pus Fundraiser 3 hour
fund raising event. Our free
programs make 'und raising easy
with no rltks. Fund raiting dele*
are filing quickly, so get with the
program! it works. Contact
Carnpuafwxlra»se. <«i 18669213236
or visit w#m campusAjndraMar.com.
Event and Recreation Staff
Needed - including magic
assistants, dance instruction
assistants and activity operators
Contact Greg al Mist Valley LLC,
540-746 2073
or
e mai
riu»tv«leye>msn.tom. Home of the
Mechanical Surfboard.

[

I sate of Horeee ■ '■.
board. $125 Call 8332311.
Learn te Oenee - ballroom, Latin
and awing leeaone m Mernsonourg
Student discounts, no registration
required, information, 432 1003
or www.OanctngwTtNmn.com

ai SprW B.aak Vacatwnel 1 1
best prices! Mexico. Jamaica.
Bahamas, Florida. Texas. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Camput reps wanted!

16002347007

www r-notesssummer fours com

NOTICE
For more information and aununcc
rejtfianglhc mic-agjtxmol fitunaag
buttons opponankict, coouci the
Better Businn* Burciu Inc
I4M6-S33-5MI

A -ReaWy- Spring Break 2004 Only with Sunaplaan Tours. Lowest
pnees. free meals and parties. T«o
free tnps for groups. 16004267710
*ww sunsptattioun com

STSTRAVEL.COM

Sp'1119

BII

Act Newl Book 11 people, get
12th tnp free. Group discounts for
6*. Call 1800 838 8202 or
•vww.a^rmgCreakoVscounfa.corn.
Spring Break 30041 Travel with
Beach Life Vacations) Americas
beat ttudent tour operator!
Jamaica, Cancun. Acapulco.
Bahamas. Florida. Sell trips, earn
cash, travel free! Hurry book now!
Call 1800733*347.
awwoeacrWevecaCions com
«*-Skiand
Beach trips on sale nowl Call
1 800 SUNCHASE or go to
www Sunchese com todayl

PERSONALS
Dake Dag Seeks Homecoming
Deter October 10 13 Sunea* on
Quad. Casastsseat Dae parade pep
rail, erj a*, .asset concert!
www^mu edU 'homecoming
g«rsewa*Traa»aearsseaeg->l50
a day potential. Local positions
180O293-3985.ext 613

PLACEA
CLASSIFIED AD IN
THE BREEZE!

CDCC AIRLINE
rnCC TICKET!
•

S3.00 for first 10 words
$2.00 each mid'I 10 words

lwww.studontpxptcss.com
.Call NOW: 1.800.787.3787

Hi.Hk ads are flO/inch
All t-Ussified ads musi br

23 People Needed) - to lose
weight ve already lost 18 pounds
and 3 mchei in 18 days. Call
1800261*743.

Bass Player Wanted - for rock
band with both musical and visual
ideas. Call 540-298 7685.

Sartag sVeafc Bate Needed - to
promote campus trips. Earn cash
and 2 free trips! We train you
1800367-1262
www. spnng6nsafcQVrect.com

ews:

U8A Spring Break ■ Cancun.
Bahamas. Acapulco. Jamaica &
more. Don't be fooled) Go wllh
quality and eapenencel 28 veers in
business. Largest student tour
operator (Division of USA Student
Travel) Cat tot free: 18774606077
Now also hmng campus reps. Earn 7
free tnps for 15 travelers and $$.
Cam put Rapt Neadan1
Campus Rep for the only Spring
Breek company recognized lor
outstanding ethics! Earn free tnps
andcashf 1600676*386
www. Spnngfireeft rrewr.com

So Many Spring Break Comp-nkw.
Book direct with the established
leader in Spring Break travel
Better trips, better prices. Early
booking incentives Book now with
a small depot* 1800367 1252
irigbreaWtfect.com

•mUjm
Son interviewing on-campm,
■»».laltloopafatetvcoaa

t Needed .n estabhthed
band currently playing shows Can
Dave. 703-5096132.

submitted in writing. You
NI.I> e-mail your ad in
the breeze" jmu.edu. -VoN
musi lie paid in advance b>

cash, .link. VISA or
Matter*, artl. All ads are
subject to Breeze approval.

1 800 648 4849
www.slslravel.com

■

riill5rtK-ftl27tMiav!

-6127.

Yo*r ai H«r«
Br*w hfatyir*

Peace Corps
jLife is calling. J Cowfar will yon go?
The Peace Corps, sends volunteers on two-year assignments in 70 developing countries in
the world. Right now, more than 7,000 Americans are working overseas in programs
ranging from environmental education to business development. Volunteers receive
practical work experience, a $6,075 allowance upon completion of service, transportation
to and from country of service, complete medical coverage, job placement assistance, and
in some cases, deferment of student loans
Visit a recruiter at one of the upcoming job fairs or information sessions al the JMU campus
this fall and find out why the Peace Corps is still the toughest job you'll ever lovel"

Monday, September 22nd
Opportunities 2003 Job Fair
12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
College Center Ballroom

and

flshby
still
is
the
most

Information Session
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
College Center

happening

Tuesday, September 23rd
Opportunities 2003 Job Fair

place...

12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
College Center Ballroom

If your* not part of the party,
get your plans In motion and

Wednesday, September 24th
Information Session

swing on

4:00 p.m.
Taylor 305

Thursday, September 25th
Fall Study Abroad Fair
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Transitions Room - Warren Hall
For more information contact Jason Kane at 800-424-8580 or
jkane@peacecorps.gov.

800-424-8580
www. peacecorps.gov

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001
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18, 2003
Leonard W. Aamodt, MD. FACOG
Evan V. Forsnes. MD, FACCXi
Martha A. Jones. CNM, MS
Barbara M Kirkland, CNM, MS
Donna L. Schminkcy. CNM. MPH
Ann M. Schaeffer. CNM, MED

Shenatufoan,
Weaftkare

HELP WANTED!

Career Fair

hetmiulul Cire with • Pcnunal Touch

Annual Oyn Exam
Birlh Control
Colposcopy
Breast Exams

119 University Blvd.. Suite B
Hamsonburg, VA 22801-3753

Insurance and
Major Credit
Cards Accepted

September 22-23
12-5pm

Office(540)438-1314
Toll Free (877) 438-1314
Fax (540) 438-0797
www.swhc.net

Grand Ballroom - College Center

Math yowi caJetuiatd.you ioo*t't uxi*d to *tuM tkU qeaA-'i jfUtt. a*td axoiiatnetd

I luman !

Habitat for Humanity

All m
Bru:

Meetings are held every other Wednesday
in Taylor 305 at 5pm.

$4.99 a Foot

u**

s Fan
ness Fan

ime

Sponsored by Academic Advising and Career Development.
Call 568-6555 or go to www.imu.edu/aacd for more information.

Iston's

No cove- '■ I

:

I

This semester's meeting dates:
Oct. 1, Oct. 15, Oct. 29, Nov. 12
Monday • free pool
Tuesday • Kai.i.'kc D| Party
Wednesday • Free pool/Taco Bat
Thursday • (College Party) D|/Danong
Friday- My Dog lury. Fast Car.
Small Town Workers (0; 10)
Saturday The Hall BrotherSunday • free pool
-*

■■

Aits H

4pm - Midnight

j
533 University Blvd • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. -574-3178
798 E. Market St. 433-6200

Japanese Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

Our expert Kyoto chefa prepare.

m9fr--

from appetizer to entree, your dellclout
dinner at authentic teppan yakl taMea.
540.574.4901
829 E. Market Street. Harrisonburg. VA

3-a Ur Kte W& D-" 9!

tM2M

I

Plan 9 will be reopening for a Midnight Sale At 12:00 AM Tuesday 9/23!

DAVE

Matthews
Some Devil
On Sale $12.99 Special
Midnight Price!
CD will be on sale $13.99 at all
Plan 9 stores starting Tuesday 9/23
The first solo album from Dave
Matthews, featuring guests Tim
Reynolds, the Dirty Dozen Brass
Band and Brady Blade!

Other Titles On Sale At Midnight Monday
Night/Tuesday Morning:
Outkast - Speakerboxx/The Love Below • Rufus Wainwright - Want One
Nickelback - The Long Road • Elvis Costello - North
Emmylou Harris - Stumble Into Grace
Plus new releases from Aesop Rock, Joe Henry, Sieve Earle,
R. Kelly, Timbaland & Magoo, and much morel

434-9999

WHAT A RECORD

KROGER SHOPPING CTR STORE SHOULD BE!
1790 96 E. Market St.

i»ui.wta.m,iwc»cioaPwii1i.™«

Mon-Sl. 10-9, Sunday 1M J^^^^VXL

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

JMU West Campus
& South Main St.

JMU CISAT &
Port Rd.

433-2300

433-3111

Ask Aboat Oar Suoer-7 M—n!

♦

I-"fopping Metf 7-Topping
Pizza
Pizza A
$7,001
^TCinnistix

IL22L

